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• • • • • •  • • WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
81.00 A YEAR HOPKINSVILLE, CHRIST
IAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY. FRIDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1887.
VOLUME XVIII. NO 25.
, 150 Einisme tad ilsoftl Presents
G I frircTIV-Si2  !
• The peiple of Hopkinsville and surrounding country have accorded us such a nice reception and such goo
d support
that we tiel grateful to them and wish to express our gratitude in a practical way. We have laid awake at nig
ht trying
to devise tome plan by which we could give voice to our feelings without offense to ou
r customers, and
711111.8 11.13 7E7K co w WC> Provo:sip to:, as, it:
Beginning Monday, December 5th, and continuing every day thereafter until Saturday, 
December .Ist, 1887, each
nd every customer who makes a purchase will Le presented with a ticket. plainly
 numbered, a DUPLICATE of which will
Le placed in a locked box.
CP11 TVIC,X1 ery, Jazz usx.rb.3r za 1888,
 -
This lox, after a thorough SHAKING LP, will be opened in the presence of promine
nt citizens of llopkinsville, and a boy,
blindfolded. will take thereIrcm .ONE /11•NDRED AND F'FTY TICKETs The first ticket drawn
 (no matter whether it be I,
3, 5, COO or any °tiles .)er) will entitk tile holder to pzekzent No. 1; the second ticket d
rawn to present no 2, and so
on down to No: 150. - nix* be seen now in our display window, each 
one plainly designated by a number.
Customers making purchaies of one -elollar will receive one ticket, two 
dollars or more two tickets, three
dollars or more three tickets—in other words, we give you a ticKet with eve
ry purchase, and should that purchase ex-
ceed one dollar you will be presented with an extra ticKet for each additional
 dollar which you spend with us. Remem-
ber we maxe no charge for these presents We are grateful to the people f
or their good will and maxe these presents out
of pure gratitude.,
• We are the live, go-ahead merchants of the 'county, and have made it very 
warm for the high price houses since we
• have been with you, We have sold gcods cheap hut propose to Keep 
hammering down the prices. Tax your memory
and see if you did not pay more for goods before BASSETT, & CO, came to 
HopKinsville. Rich and poor treated aliKe.
Everybc‘,welcome. Our costeEmons comeLAIN but we please the PEOPLE.
3113AISESM'InT sSz, CJC).,
"WRECKERS OF HIGH PRICES."
• P. S.—See local column for few of the presents we will give away.
IMPORTANT TO EVERYBODY.
We are now receiving our second large arrival of fine,
MERCHANT TAILOR CLOTHING, made up in the latest
styles, out of the finest imported fabrics. Frelich, En-
glish. Scoch and Irish Worsteds, Tricot's, Corkscrews &c.
&c. We will take pleasure in showing these goods, and
naming prices that will insure sales. We keep up with
the latest Paris, London and New York styles and can
'down' them on fine goods as to prices. The firms that
buy the most, pay promptly, sell for cash and have the
lightest expenses. can certainly sell goods the cheapes
t.
Money and experience enable us to get them cheap; CASH
WILL GET THEM FROM US CHEAP. Call and be con-
vinced. Thanking our friends for liberal patronage we
are
Theirs Truly,
1:"Y"M
3E3EC,I=11-K.II\TSEiNTIT-AI.A1E.
2 Doors from Bank of Hopkinsville.
Garner's-:-City-:- Pharmacy,
No. 7. Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
One of the le.rgeot and most elegant etLficee in the city,
Hew and Complete in All Its Departments
H. H. Garner, ed toe old firm 0(015k Garner. who lor m
any years 'd the leading drug trade is
Weimer§ Kentucky, having purchased Dr Oish's interest. Is tiow so
le proprietor of the new house Ho
sin -use all his PI perIene• sad ability to increase. if possible, the h
igh reputation of the old Arm fur fah
-feeling -um peuericy soil reliability, by keeping
Pure, Fresh Drugs and Medicines,
And stock of the best quality in all departments of the trade
, at the lowest inters. Urns*. Paints and
oils of •••ry kind. including A H ERWIN IL WILLI AMOS CI
LLZBRATED P•INTh. Patent Medicines
Use best sad 1:110411 popular In stock.
•
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment.
Manufactured to order .0 any quantity'. A sure and safe remedy. Brie-a-Brae.
 Novelties and Holiday
Jecids a specialty.
Prescriptions Carefully Compoildeg
st 
Matr. C. IC. Pandit ! DEMOCRACY.any hour of the Day or Night by— UNITED
RENSHAW & CLARK,
li K —
New Grocers,
Main Street, HopkIneville,..K).,
(Next door to Dan Merritt.1
Keeps always in stock the nicest assorttrent ef
Fancy tirocer lee, embracing everything used in
table supplies; also a choice selection of C.gars
and Tobaccos.
GOODN PROIIITLIf DELIVERED
anywhere in the city (...al; at their store es
South Nein street
THE SUN
—
1 ES 33 ES •
II. B. GARNER.
1••••••••1•11sf ir; 64- A 0,4
GEORcEr ...itn the tarsus. "Rim Grass'. region unrivalled ,or beauty and health Charming groundskethAsemed ilemion begin. gailli-COLLEG.5th. Old and experienced. atte-
st:id shady greets. nom low fur -elms college. Full Faculty. Complete course. Popular with all liouthern-
1„34•mgressi of LaasMese. acosmilLA aff;..ed yfief. 
 D. ‘i;-. GEORGETOWN KY.
DOWN THEY GO!
$55.00 DOMESTIC for $26.00. Hotel for Sale.
The year UM promise. to be a year of splendid
political developments, one and all redoundieg
to the glory and triumph of
In ihe Front Line will be found
r179E1(30 1E31[71%T,
Fresh f tin its magnificvnt victory over the
rombined 10(.4 of Democracy in its own State,
true to ItP1 Ir ta II 1,11C11 t 004. t rut hf til before au
else. and fetters. in tits call.. of truth and
right.
THE fit'N has .it. eight.'welt.-. aril sixteen
panel., as occasion to quire's., fool is alit ad .I all
osupetition In et cr.) thing Met make 4 a news-
paper
Daily.
Daily Had senility
Sunday (ID and 211 page,-
Weekly
Addres*
600
7 50
'ho
100
THE SUN.
New York.
WHITE--FOR $27. LEWIS HOUSE
With 3 Drawers and all attachments, Cover &c.
DO NOT LET LOCAL AGENTS GULL YOU
With their nice talk and 100 per cent. profit. Buy your
Sewing Machines from
13EM A.1:3 A wILT 1U3IEL Eli •
The factory price on "White" and "Domestic" machines
is from $1S to $22: Why pay agents $35 to $55 when
you can save agents' profit. Needles for any machine
20 cents per doz. in stamps. Reference, any bank or
business house in Louisville.
R. C. WHAYNE, Cen'l Ag't,
710 W. Jefferson St., Louisyjle, Ky.
AND FURNITURE.
Hopkinsville, - Ky,
Near Depot.
Terms, part cash, Wallet* on reasonable
time. Apply to
N. LEWIS, PROP.
I I
I
LA-CU-PI-A
coin intriscr
Instituted between La-su-pl-
anti other blood remedies
prove conclusively that it
stands without a peer. NV
claim for Lib-CU-pi-a absolut
infalltbilty for any disease to
Ii Ii it is recommended, and a failure 1
tny .••••• I•4 utterly impossible. Omens. hero
1 ilia. syphilis. In e very starre.Chronle Rheu
album, Itunalog Sores, tleere, swellings
bseesse• caused by Hip Disease. or Cartes
inelalbin Paraidtes, all angry Skin Inseam.
out unnatural discharge. are immediately
.ontiolled by La-ea-pi-a and a positive cure
s the Inevitable resulL
" For seven years I was al most one mango
..inupt Ion. Deepangry sores had eaten dowt
o toy beck-bone, my body and limbo were
•overed with soft`s, my lips, tome and throe,
tidally destroyed by them, given up Lodi
y the best phy stetson of l'olumbua. Weigh
1 but eight,/ pounds, reduced to the verge o
he grave, thought I wasdying. I then too
ss-cu-pl-a, nothing else ;_took 20 bolt lee. Al
!fly sires are healed and I am as well as eve
no my life, and weigh IM_pisinds."
MRS. If AOGIE- HARPER,
125 W. Court St. eoersiers, Onto.
Sold by all druggists and dealers. $1.00
15 for %PAL Send for Dr. Hartman'
book, "The Helot' LIfeeetent free, and "Con
Wendel Physician," on receipt of 15 cents.
,DR. S. B. HARTMAN A CO.. Columbus. 0
re-ru-na, Ilan •s-lin and La-ctr-pa I are sold
at Wholesale and Retail by
If. B. GARNER, Hopkinsville, Ky.
CAPITAL PRIZE, $150,000.
We In hereby certify that we supervise the
arrangements for all the Monthly and Semi.
Annual Drawings of the 1.0(116110A State Lot-
tery Company. and in penvon manage and con-
trol the lira wings themselves, and that the same
are conducted with honesty, fairness, and in
good faith toward all parties. 1Dil we authorize
the Company to use this certificate. with fac-
similes of our signatures attache-t, in its adver-
tisements."
Coossnieslon•rs.
We the undersigned hank. anti Rankers will
pay all Prizes drawn in the Louisiana state
Lotteries which may be presented at our coun-
ters
J. H. OGLEIIBY,
Pres. Lonletaina National Hank.
P. LANAUX,
Pres. Nettie National Bank.
A. BALDWIN,
Pres. New Orleans'. Natitsnal Rank.
CARL KOHN,
• Pres. ninon Ntiotional Bank
IINPRECEDENTED ATTRACTION!
liter Half a Million Distributed!
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COMP')'
Incorporated in 188it for IS years by the Legis-
lature for Educational and Charitable purposes
with scandal of 61,000,00e—to which a reserve
fund of over 8550,000 hes since been added.
By an overwhelming popular vote its fran-
chise was made a Dart of the present btate Con-
stitution adopted December 3d, A D.1879.
The only Lottery ever voted on and endorsed
by the people of any State.
It neeer scales or postpones.
Its Grand Willeigle flisnabor Draw-
ings take place monthly, and the grand Semi
Annual Drawings regularly every six months
(June and liectimber,
A splendet opportunity to win P fortune. 11th
wane Drawing. Class 1., in the Academy of
Music. New Orleans, Tuesday. JAN. loth,
111105-211th Monthly Drawing
CAPITAL PRIZE $150.000.
gm-Notice-•Ticketm are Ten Dollars only.
Halves, $6. Fifths, H. Tenths, $1.
LIPT 1)1, ?MIES.
1 Capital Prize
1 Grand "
1 "
Large Prizes
SO ensesof
to e
100 "
SOO "
SOO "
of $ 50,000
of :41.000
of 20.000
of 10.000
of :000
1,000
SOO
300
2.00
100 .
APPROXIMATION PRIZe.h.
. •
$150,01.5
0,000
10.000
10,00D
20,000
10,0141
25,000
Sums.)
40,000
50,000
100 A ppr...xlmation Prizes of 6800 .... moo
1 do do SOO . ammo
100 do do 100 .... 10,000
1000 Terminal ito 50 ... 60,000
11,179 prizes amounting to $5311,000
Application for rates to clubs should be made
only to the ollice of the Company in New the
leans.
For ft rt her Information write clearly giving
full address. Postal Notes, Expreen Money Or-
demur New York Exchange in ordinary letter.
Currency by Express (at our expense) ad-
dressed
M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans. La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington. D. C
Address Registered Letters to
KW OKLKANS sAcrioNAL BANK,
New Orleans. 1.a.
RIC3114:111B14.:R That the Beprae,...rwsnol
and Early, who are in charge of the draw logs,
is a guarantee of absolute faintess au.1 integrity.
that the chances are all equal, and that no one
ran possibly ulisine what numbers will draw a
Prize.
REM IF: mar it that the payment of Prizes
is GUARANTEED BY FOUR NA-
TIONAL RANKS ei New Orleans, and the
Tickets are signed by the Preeillent of an In-
stitution, whose chartered rights are recogniz-
ed in the highest Courts; therefore, beware of
any imitations ur &nosy moue echemes.
LiiBUCKLES
name on a package of COFFEE is a
guarantee of excellence
ARIOSA
COFFEE is kept in all first-class
:totes from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
COFFEE
Is never good when exposed to the air.
Always buy this brand in hermetically
sealed ONE POUND PACKAGES.
Vanderbilt Universityflaw. In Its departments (1 Scienief ListreLainriverand Livery and Feea
Arts. Law, Theology. Ingineerin Ph . , ten.
Cary, s rid Medicine the Lir:best eucatinal advs.. I
team at • Oto.frrate root. Address
%CMS V. ILLIAMS. Secretary, Nashville, Tees.
OLD PAPERS,
FOR SALE
At This Office.
—STABLE,—
T. L. Smith, Prop'r,
Hopkinsville, - - Ky.
Large and roomy stable and an,pls acoommoda
• lion for horses. Special attention given to furnish
rg 'trod horses asS v0111600 to all livery custom
As SUMO soasectieu everywhere.
CONDENSED NEWS..
Mr. l'owilerly hoe hail a se i ere hem-
orrhage.
Mrs. John Jacob Astor, New York,
died Monday evening.
The State Orange Met in Louisville at
the rim' A Venom' Motel l'itesilar.
Ali ellitelor 01.411111 lit tlealitIlle
tHIlf 111011. P41011114 orrIssiii.
'I:hems le N H10410114 HI WO WHIP
111 11111 ileff1 hisitiFirar III I 1111
FIIIII*11,
Twwiayii parsuor 014101 rlierglal
with bribery lii the rrossill aliallms 1H
141411. viii,.
C. 11. lii•Carver, Denim-rat, Was
elected me) Or Of Nashville by a plurali-
ty of 367 votes.
In a train collision oil tile Chesapeake
& 01110, near Cliftou Forge, Va , three
Well were killed.
The anti-proltibitiouists 11,1VC carried
the election Ii. Atlatite by Ph everage
majerity of 1,000.
Teti true bills have twee found against
persons chargt ti 'with bribery at the
elections in Louisville.
Luke* Crow here, at Ciarettemet, N.
H., while tiro 'Itiestitty night mur-
dered his aged motile r.
Miss Jennie Smite, a daughter of a
well-to-do M ichigan tat lieu, eloped ith
a negro as black as the ace of epittlee, last
week.
Harry J ult 'eon Ito robbed the ssfe
of the tteasurer of Reynolds county,
Mo., recently of $20,000 has been cap-
tured.
The farm house of Michael Harris,
near Weesington, bunted Monday
night, arid the whole family acre cre-
mated.
Ill Liticolii, Neb., $1,200 was raised
iu teensy nil mites Sunday, pursuant
to a call for aid for fighters for Ireland's
freedom.
lion. Polk Lalloon hate secured the
appointment of J. .1. Williams ast super-
intendent of the public buildieg at
Oa ensboro.
Troupe have hero Called °tit 10 sup-
preso the Yaqui nil the !lexical'
treutier, alio have been Oh ii tampage
for bottle time.
Phelps, Dodge it Palmer, a holt-sale
boots aed shots, Chicago, were burned
out Monday night. 1.oes between
$500,000 and $600,000.
Andrew Baker, an old river 111111, has
my oteriottaly disappeared resin Louie-
vele. All efforts to find any trace of
him have been unavailing.
ke.-11 Lamer, Widianistowe, Ky.,
Was fatally Hee by Deputy Marshal
Frank Cunningnaue for reeiethig arrest.
Cu nut iegliain is under bond.
A scheme is on loot to hued se under-
ground rally. ay iti Chicago. The pro-
moters promise a opeed of teenty-Ilve
tulles an liver and four tracks.
A colored penitent agent in South-
eastern Missouri ales taken into the
woods by a mob and severely beaten.
No reason for tl•e ct is assigned.
The society ladies of Naohville con-
tributed $U00 to OW I onfederate Mon-
ument fund by giving an unique enter-
tainntetit at the Theatre Vendome.
New York hits hail IN 0 good-sized
failures. W. II. Chelniers, dealer In
lineu, 4100,00; leiete tliiktidein; Isaac
Hays, w holesale liquors, $125,000; assets
s83,sx.x).
Three "white caps" have been arrested
near English, Ind , by citizens. They
had &melded in fitaltreathig Si) 01,l MAD
mimed Carle who Is expected to die.
They were jailel at Leaveneorth.
Eugene Higgins, chief of the appoint-
ment division, will shortly tender his
resignation to Secretary Fairchild. He
retires to better his financial cotiditton
by going into buoinees for himself.
The boiler of Josiah Lindelyei saw
mill and tobacco hoggsheati factory at
Mt. Sterling, Ky., exploded Tuesday,
killing one man and badly hurting two
others. Much property as, destroyed.
The centre span of the L. It N. rail-
road bridge over the Alabama river, near
Montgomery, fell Monday, carrying
down eight workmen. Ouly one was
killed. It Was a new structure and in-
complete.
A stray hallow) fell in a swamp near
Hawesville Saturday. Sunday moriting
a party of boys found the remains of a
man near it, who had evidently been
dead some time. No balloon ascension
near is known of.
All armee mob broke into a jail at
Leotlehate, Suuday awl attempted to
take out a 1)611011er to hug him. Their
detnatids were refiteeil and a fight re-
sulted, several of the mob being seri-
uttely wounded.
Three officers went to a miniug camp
at Dayton, Tenn , Monday to arrest a
desperado. They were tired oit from a
cabin by the 111111 and his frietelo. The
officers charged on the cabin, broke
open the door and arrested the whole
gang.
'Ike high license law' III Philadelphia,
passed by the last legislature, has been
the Cs tt.e of mate salootta clueing, the
stealers finding great trouble lit Scull!.
log ho &men who are willing to be-
come responsible for their compliglice
with the law.
A blootly duel watt fouele near Ber-
ryville, Ark., betweett Grant Garrett
and Cal. Waggoner. Garrett W16 killed
a ill die. l' lieoutright and Waggoner
tight was the result of a (tool w hit-hi has
thus tar cost four people their lives and
further bloodshed is expected.
Robert Meade, a young man employed
in Avery's plow factory at Louisville,
while oiling a steam hammer had his
clothing caught In the -shift" cid he
WILA drive II tinder the hammer. The
heavy instrument descended NMI crurlied
hie arm to a pulp. Ile Is doing well.
lite largest tire in the history of Mont-
gomery, Ala., broke out Wednesday
morning. The following are the losses:
Grid l Bros. it Co., grocers, $120,000;
Hobble it Teague, grocers, $60,000;
Warren it Co.. grocers, $20,000; 'fa-
tten.'" &meltwater factory and ,S 'We'd
leather and fur depot, $35,000.
A young girl in Cabell county, Va.,
was aroused Tuesday ill,hlt by hearing
a noise at the window. Oil looking she
saw a burly negro era wlieg In. Slip-
ping out of bed elle went to the next
room for a pistee, and retureed to find
I him leavieg the room. She fired to
frightened him awl made a centre shot.
I He was founil dead just crumble the
I window with a bullet in his brain.
Tie mystery a Ishii surrounded the
disapearance of E•1. Hoag from Owens-
boro about six weeks ago has been
cleared up. His remains were found in
the woods oil Bon Harbor hills, near
Owensboro, Monday, end it Is supposed
were eaten by dogs, aft Itis •lothing was
gnawed and his bones scattereil about.
Papers sufficient to identify him were
found. flow his death was caused no
one knows.
TARIFF REDUCTION.
THE PHENI DENT UktiEN
A'I'E ACTION
On the Part of Congress—The M. s.
sage Condensed.
1'n the rnityress qf the t'soltfal Mates:
VON are eistilrolitril it this threshold
HI 'HOY temisistivo diatom olth imob.
two sit this lialltillal 101:
11111 catell
TIls *HOMO of ;How oftoftallo P'
Silted, through the npetititm itt prisraist
lows, from the lialurtilve end net:0W-
ties of the people tersely eXerlitla this
sUfle necessary to meet the esteem:la ul
the goveretneet.
it will not do to neglect this situation
because ite dangers are nut now palpa-
bly itittnineitt are &uremia. 1 hey ex-
ile tioste the lees certainly, 11111 await the
unforteen and unexpected oecastion
when siehlettly they will be precipitated
upon Lid. Our wurphia revenues have
continued to accumulate, the excem for
the present year amouuting on toe drat
day of Devember to $55,25$,701.19, and
estimated to reach the sum oh $113,000,
000 on the 30•It of 'little next, at which
date ills . Xpet, It'd that this sum, added
to prior acceneilatiotts, ail! swell the
SO1111118 ill lite efretietiry to $140,000,000.
There set Ins tu, be tio airsurance that,
Rh 1 V/ itlidrAt% iii 11-01i1 Use of tlte
people's circulath g medium, our bumf-
ness community may hot et the near
future be dllbjtettAl to the saute distress
which ass quite lately produced trout
the /done cause. Mid while the func-
tions tit our natiottal treasury should be
few and simple, and while its best con-
dition would be reached, I believe, by
its entire disconnectiott *Rh private
butsieees interests, yet alien, by a per-
version of its purpuees, it idly holds
money uselessly subtracted from the
chailitels of trade, there eeems to be rea-
son for the cleitn thet some legitimate
meal's should be devised by the govern-
ment to restore in an emergency,
a ithout - wage or extravagance, sue-la
utoney to its place among the people.
If emit an emergency arises, there
now exists ito clear and undoubted ex-
ecutive power of relief. Heretofore
the redemptie II of 3 per cent, bonds,
a hich were payable at the option of the
govertitneet, has afforded • means for
the diebineetnent of the excess of our
revenues; but these homes have all been
retired, and there are no bonds out-
(gentling the payment of which we have
the right to insist upon. The contribu-
tion to the sinking fund, which fur-
nishes the occasion for expenditure in
the purchase of bonds, has been alrestly
made for the current year, so that there
is no outlet in that direction.
No coedition ought to exist %Well
would justify the grant of power to a
shigle official, upon his judgment of its
necessity, to withhold front or release
to the business of the people, le an 1111-
usual manner, money held isa the treas-
ury and thus effete, at his will, the
finale:lei situation of the country ; and
if it is deemed • a ise to lodge
in the secretary of the treas-
ury the authority 111 the preseht junc-
ture to purrhase bonds it should be in-
vested and provided, as tar as possible,
with such eitecka and litniuttions as will
define tide official's right aud discretion,
awl at the sante time relieve hint front
undue responsibility.
lit consideretitm of the question of
purchasing bonds as a means of restor-
ing to circulatIou the surplus money
accumulating ill the treasury, it eliould
be borate in need :that pteuhuine 'mut,
of course be paid upoe such purchase,
that there may be a :arge part of these
bonds held as itiveotments whice can-
not be purchased at any price, and that
combinations among holders alto are
willitig to sell, may uureasonably en-
liaoce the coat ot Pitch bonds to the gov-
ernment.
It has been suggested that the present
hooded debt might be refunded at a lees
rate of interest, and the difference be-
tween the o1•1 and new security
paid in cash, thus finding use for
the surplus in the treasury.
lite puce:ego of this plan, it
Is apparent, mute depend upon the
volition of the holders of the present
bonds; and it io not entirely certain
that the iiitiucement which must be of-
fered them would result in more :lean-
cial benefit to the government than the
purchase of bonds, while the latter prop-
osition would reduce the principal oh
the debt by actual payment, littered of
exten•ling It.
Of course it is not 1 xpected that un-
necessary and extravagant appropria-
tions volll be made for the purpose of
avoldhig the accumulation of tut excess
of reveitue. Such t xpenditure, beside
the demoralizetion of all just cont•ep-
does of public duty which it entails,
stimulate it habit of reckless improvi-
dence. not in the least conelatt•nt with
the mission of our people or the high
auiel beneficirre peewees of our govern-
ment. The failure of the congress
heretofore to provide ageinst the dan-
gers whit-la It was quite evident the na-
ture of the difficulty must necessarily
produce, eaeaed a condition of financial
o 1.-tress and apprehension sluice
you r last at till nit Ment, %Mal
is led to the utumet authority and expe-
dients within executive control; anti
these appear now to be exhatiated. If
,Ileaster Reeks front the continued inac-
tion of cougreee, the resporieibility must
rest where it belongs.
Oar trireme of taxation, by meant; of
which this needless stapled is taken
from the people .and put into the peblic
treasury, couelats of a tariff or duty lev-
ied upon importetions from abroad, and
internal revenue taxes levied upon tile
coneuteption of tobat•co Red spirlts and
malt liquors. It must be conceded that
none of the thiega eubjected to internel
revenue taxation are, strictly speaking,
necessaries; there appears to be no just
compleint of this taxation by the con-
sumereof these articles, and there seems
to be nozhing so well able to bear the
burden without hardship to any peaks'
of the people.
But our present tariff- laws, the vici-
ous, Inequable anti illogical source of
unnecessary taxation, ought to be at
once revised autl &mewled. Thtee laws,
as their primary and plain effect, raise
the price to consumers of all articles
imported and subject to duty, by ere-
chiely the sum raid for Snell duties.
Thus the amount of the duty n:easures
the tax veil by those alio purchase for
use these imported articles. /daily of
these things, however, tee raised or
manufactured lu our own country, and
the dutiee now levied upon foreign goods
and products) are called protection to
three home manufactures, becautte they
reuder it possible for those of our people
who are manufacturers to make teem
taxed articlee awl sell them for a price
equal to that demanded for the imported
goods that have paid customs duty-.
It thappens that while comparatively a
few use the imported anklets, millions
of our people who never use and never
saw ally of the foreign products pur-
'eCitatie and use things of the same kind
made in this coutitry and pay therefor
nearly or quite the same enhanced price
which the duty adds to the Imported ar-
ticles. Those who buy imports pay the
j duty charged thereon into the public' profit on the wool he sold, and which
• treasury, but the great nisi irity of our l then perhaps Iles ',More him In menu-
citizens alto buy domeetkarticleo of the
same cities pi)* a rum at least approxi-
mately equal to this duty to home man-
ufacturers. This reference to the oper-
ation of our tariff laws is not mede by
way of Instruction, but In order that we
may be eonatatitly reminded of the man-
ner In *Web tide Impost..s I burden upon
anise *Isis Wheats's (Infisreils prothaelli is
*1111 as timer 111111141110f1111. tattooist' No
tioisi, 10111 111110 ofools i Olt HMOs III IMF
people!
We *FM III the Millet RI IleIilsSf IIISI effIr
Of*1114111,111111 Ott, tievonani with, We
rrionie (410(srlusn 114111 sod Illasnuicr,
Ill Asnerlusti energy sod enterprise, sod
hi the woriderliil riatural adventages sad
resources, developed by a cantors 'Ina-
Orme: growth. Yet alien an attempt
Is made to justify a scheme which per-
mits • tax to be laid upon every consu-
mer in the land for the benefit of our
manufacture* quite beyond a reasonable
dernaud for governmental regard, it
suits the purposes of advocacy to call
our maitufacturets infant Industries, still
needing the highest and greatest degree
of favor and fostering care that can be
wrung from federal legialatiote
Ills also said that the increase in the
price of domestic manufactures resulting
from the present tariff is necessary In
order that higher wages may be paid to
our workingmen employed ill manufac-
tories than are paid for what is called the
pauper labor of Europe. All will ac-
knowledge the force of an argument.
whith Involves the welfare and liberal
comperiratIon of our labor and is honor-
able in the eyes of every American citi-
zen; and as lilies at the foundation of
our,development and progress, it is en-
titled, without affectation or hypocrisy,
to the utmost regard. l'he standard of
our laborers' life should not be measured
by that of any other country less favored,
and they are entitled to their full share
of all our advantages.
By the last census it is made to appear
that ot the 17,392,099 of our population,
engaged in all kinds of Industry, 7,670,-
4e3 are employed In agriculture, 4,074,-
23,S in profeseional and personal service
(2 ,934,876 of whom are domestic eervaiits
and laborers,) while 1,810,256 are em-
ployed in trade and transportation and
3,837,112 are classed as employed luu
manufacturing and mining. For pres-
ent purposes, hoe ever, the last number
given should be considerably reduced.
%Ithiout attempting to enumerate all, it
will be conceded that there should be
deducted from those which it includes
375,143 carpenters and joiners, 285,401
milliners, dress-makers and seamstress-
es, 172,726 blacksmiths, 133,756 tailors
Slid tailoressee, 102,473 Masons, 76,241
butchers, 41,309 bakers, 22,083 plaster-
ers, and 4,891 engaged in manufacturing
agricultural Implements', amount in the
aggregate to 1,214,023, leaving 2,623,089
persons employed in such inanufecturieg
industries as are claimed to be benefit-
ted by a high tariff To these the ap-
peal is made to save their employeneet
and maintain their wages by resisting a
change. There olictuld be no disposition
to *nosier such suggestions by the alle-
gation that they are ins minority among
thoee a ho labor, anti therefore could
forego all advantage ha the interest of
low prices for the majority ; their com-
pensation, as may be affected by the op-
eration of tariff* laws, oltould at all times
be scrupulously kept In view; and yet
with slight reflection they will not over-
look the fart that they are consumers
with the rest that they, too, have their
own wants and dove of their families to
supply from their earniegs, and that the
price of the necessaries of life, as well as
the amount of their wages, will regulate
the measure of their welfare and com-
fort.
But the reduction of taxation demand-
ed should be so measured as not to ne-
cessitate or justify either the loss of em-
ployment by the workingman nor the
lessening of his wages; and the profits
still remaining to the manufacturer, af-
ter a necessary readjustment, eitould fur-
teal' no excuse for the sacrifice of the In-
tereee) of hitt etnployes, either in their
opportunity to work or in the dimiuution
of their compeesation. Nor can the
worker ill manufactures fall to under-
stand that %Idle a high tariff is claimed
to be necessary to allow the payment of
remunerative wages, it certainly results
In a very large increase in the price of
nearly all sorts of manufactures. which,
hi almost couetless !orient, he needs for
the Use of himself and his family. Ile
receives at the desk of hie employer his
wager, and perhaps before he rem.:hesl
his home is obliged in a purchase for
family use of an article which embraces
hitt OR 11 labor, to return in the pay went
of the increase in price which the ,tariff
permits the hard-earned compensation of
many days of toll.
The farmer arid the agriculturalist who
manufacture nothing, but who pay the
incressed price which the tariff impooms
upon every agricultural implement,
upon all he weara and upon all he uses
and ow Ile, except the increase of hie
docks awl herds and such Ohio as lila
husbandry producer from the soil, is in-
vited to all in niaiutaining the present
situation, and he is told that a high duty
on imported wool is necessary for the
betiefit of those w la° have sheep to shear,
In order that the price of their wool may
be increased. They of course are not re-
minded that the farmer who has no sheep
is by this scheme obliged, in his pur-
chases of clothing and woolen goods, to
pay a tribute to his fellow farmer, ae
well as to the manufacturer and mer-
chant ; nor is any mention made of the
fact that the ober!) owners themselves
anti their hotiaeliolda must a ear clothing
and use other articles manufactured from
the wool they sell at tariff price,, and
thus at C011alltnera must return their
glove of this hicreased price t I the
tradesmen.
I think it may be fairly assumed that
a large proportion of the etieep owned
by the farmers througLout the country
are found in oniall flocks, numbering
from twenty-five to fifty. The duty on
the grade ot imported wool which these
sheep yield is ten cent. each pound, if of
the value of thirty cents or less, and
twelve cents if of the value of more than
thirty cents. If the liberal ertiniate of
itilt pounds be allowed for each fleece,
the duty thereon would be sixty or sev-
enty-tsvo cents, mid this may be taken
as the utmost enhancement of its price
to the former by reason of this duty.
Eighteen dollars would thug represent
the increased priee of the wool from
twenty,five sheep and thirty-mix dollars
that from the wool of fifty sheep, and at
present values this addition would
amount to a5out one-third of it. price.
If upon its sale the farmer receives this,
or a less tariff profit, the wool leaves his
hail& charged with precisely that 811111,
Which Ill all its changes will adhere to it
until it reaches the consumer.
When manufactured into cloth and
other goods and ureter-lel for use its cost
le tot only increases to the extent of
the farmer's tariff profit, but a further
sum has been added for the benefit of
the mentifecturer under the operation of
other tariff laws. In the meantime the
day arrives when the farmer finds it
necessary to purchase woolen goods and
material to clothe himself and family
for the winter. When he faces the
tradesinan for that purpose he discovers
that he Is obliged not only to return in
the way of increased prices his tariff
lectured form, but that he must add a
considerable emu thereto to meet a
further increase in coat caused by • tar-
iff duty on the manufacture. Thus in
the end he is aroused to the fact that he
has paid upon a moderate purchase, as a
result of the tariff scheme, which, when
he sold Ids wool, seemed so profitable
III Incteitels In price, euffirloht
Its ovisop sear ill the terlit tthtfli he
Ili, SHOO he Kalikow, awl
itibt: *lira Ills 100111411f Sr Wow* oftt
*$dhl III leirldifillisIng le sampans! it Ilk
All the fitINIPII 18 1.1ss 14.1411;11-140
BIRO proportion they heir to our pop-
uletIon le uanalthered; when it is made
apparent that, in the MOO Of a large part
of those who own sheep, the betted& of
the present tariff on wool is illusory;
and, above all, when it must be con-
ceded that the increase of the cost of liv-
ing caused by such tariff becomes a
burden upon those with moderate
means and the poor, the employed and
unemployed, the sick and well and the
young and old, and that it constitutes s
tax which, with relentless grasp, is
fastened upon the clothing of every
man, woman and child In the land, rea-
sons are suggested which removal or
reduction '3:this duty should be Included
In a revision of our tariff laws
In speaking of the increased cost to
the comsuiner of our home manufacture,
resulting from a duty laid upon Im-
ported articles of the sante discription,
the fact is not overlooked that competi-
tion amottg our domestic producers
sometimes has the effect of keeping the
price of their products below the high-
est limits allowed by such duty.
If, however, in the stmence of such
combination, a healthy and free compe-
tition reduces the price of any par.icular
dutiable yield of tidal.0 pro iuction, be-
low the limit which it might otherwise
reach under our tariff laws, and if, with
such reduced price, its manufacture
continues to thrive, it is entirely evident
that one thing has been discovered
which should be be carefully scrutinized
In an effort to reduce taxation. The
necessity of combination to maintain the
price of any commodity to the tariff
point furnishes proof that some one is
willing to accept lower prices for such
commodity, and that such prices are
remunerative; and lower prices pro-
duced by competition prove the same
thing. Thus, were either of these con-
ditions exista, a case would seem to be
presented for an easy reduction of tax-
atT143tni considerations which have been
presented touching our tariff laws are
intended only to enforce an earnest
recommendation that the surplus rev-
enues of the government be prevented
by the reduction of our custom du-
ties, and at the same time, to empha-
size a suggestion that In accomplishing
this purpose, we may discharge a double
duty to our people by granting to them
a measure of relief from tariff taxation
In quarters where it is most needed,
and from sources where it can be most
fairly and justly accorded. Nor can the
Presentation made &such consideration
be, a ith any degree of fairness, regarded
is evidence of unfriendliness to our
manufacturing interests, or of any lack
lm-
than
duty.
corn-
and
many are hardly worth attention u
subjects of revenue. A considerable
reduction can be made In the aggregate
by adding thetn to the free list. The
taxation of luxuries presents no fea-
tures of hardship; but the neccesearles
of Ilfe used and consumed by all the
duty upon which adds to the corn of
living in every home should be greatly
cheapened.
The radical reduction of the duties
Imposed upon raw materials used In
manufacturing, or its free importation,
I. of course an important factor in any
effort to reduce the price of these neces-
saries; it would not only relieve them
from the increased cost caused by the
tariff on such material, but the manu-
factured product being thus cheapened,
that part of the tariff now laid upon
such product, as a moven aation to our
manufacturers for the present price of
raw material could be accordingly mod-
ified. Such reduction, or tree importa-
tion, would serve besides to largely re-
duce the reveuue.
Our progress toward a wise conclusion
will not be improved by dwelling upon
the theories of protection and free trade.
Thid savors too much of bandying epi-
thets. It Is a condition which confronts
lii-110t a theory. Relief from this con-
dition may involve n slight reduction of
the advantages which we award our
home production*, but the entire with-
drawal of such advantages should not
be contemplated. The question of free
trade is absolutely irrelevant; and the
presistent claim made in certain quar-
ters, that all efforts to relieve the peo-
ple of an utijust and unnecessary taxa-
tion are schemes of so-called free traders
is mischieviour and far removed trout any
copsideration.
The simple and plain duty which we
owe the people is to reduce taxation to
the necessary expenses of an economical
operation of the government, and to
restore to the bushier; of the country the
money which we hold in the treasury
through the perversion of governmental
powers. These things can and should
be done with satety to all our industries,
without danger to the opportunity for
remunerative labor which our working
men nerd, and with bnietit to them and
all our people by torpanding their means
of etibatance mid increasing the measure
of their comforts.
The constitution provider that the
president atrial from time to time give to
the congress inform Won of the state of
the Union. It has been the custom of
the executive, in compliance with this
provision, to annually exhibit to the
congress at the opening of its session,
the general condition of the country,
and to detail, with some particularity
the operations of the different executive
departments.
It would be especially agreeable to
follow this coursji, at the present time,
and to call attention to the valuable ac-
complirinnenta of these departments
during the last fiscal year. But I am
so much impressed with the paramount
iniportance of the sulject to which this
commutileation has thus far been de-
voted, that I shall forego the addition
of any other topic, and only urge upon
your immediate consideration the "State
of the Union" as shown in the present
condition of our treasury and our
general fiscal situation, upon which
every elenient of our safety and pros-
perity demands.
'file reports of the heads of depart-
ments, which will be submitted, contain
full and explicit information touching
the transaction of the business intrusted
to them and ouch reconmiendations re-
lating to legislation in the public interest
as they deem advisable. I ask for these
reporte anti recommendations the de-
liberate examination lied a:tion of the
legislative eetsch of the government.
There are other subjects not embraced
in the departmental reports demanding
legislative consideration, and which I
should he glad to submit. Some of them,
however, have been earnestly presented
of appreciation of their value mid
portance.
Under our present laws more
4,000 articles are subjected to
Many of these do not in any way
pets with our own manufactures,
In previous messages, and as to them I
beg leave to repeat prior recommenda-
tion!.
As the law makes no provision fur any
report from the department of eta*. a
brief history of the transactions of that
important department, together with
matters which It is hereafter deemed
essential to commend to the attention
of the congress, may furnish lite tx•es•
ohm 111f a retell* cesideithlealion,
falltithe CiiithL1 Ists,
Witehltletetis it, 0,1 litte:
• low
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Oaths Message if President Cleveland
Is Congress.
New York World: The admirable
message of the president has given to the
Democratic party what it has long lacked
—an Issue and a leader. The issue is
tax reform. The leader is the pres-
ident. * • • It can hardl that the1r
president has not at this ju ure influ-
ence enough to secure the union of the
Democrats In the house upon a !measure
of revenue reduction and tariff reform.
Courier-Journal: Many of the poli-
ticians of both parties are amazed that
just after an election favorable in its
auguries for Mr. Cleveland's re-election
next year, and just on the eve of the na-
tional campaign of lesee, be should have
the courage to force this issue to the
front in the way that he has done. They
can not understand why be could not
let well enough alone. His prospects
for re-election, they aay, were bright;
why endanger them by such a departure
as this from a safe, non-committal policy
on this question? We fear that the
politicians wilt never very thoroughly
understand Mn. Cleveland. It Is hard
for them to understand • man of convic-
tion and courage in public lite, who only
cares for official station that tie may
maintain and attvauce principle.
Chicago News': President Cleveland's
message presents the facts and reasons
why a revision of the tariff' is an impera-
tive necessity in unanswerable array.
This is done so simply, so honestly, so
impartially, and so earnestly that it
should carry conviction. At the very
outset he distnisees the proposition to
maintain unjust customs duties by abol-
ishing the internal revenues. Be shows
how the surplus can no longer be ein-
ployed without lose to the retirement of
the national indebtednese, demonstrates
to the laboring man and the mechanic
how their-interests lie in the direction
of tariff reduction, sweeps away the ob-
jections to a reduction on wool and to
free rev materials, and one after anoth-
er punctures the specious pleas made for
continued protection to infant industries
that have long ago by Internal competi-
tion proved that they can stand alone.
Charleston ,S. C.: News and Courier:
The president exposes with cruel courte-
sy every fallacy of the protective argu-
ment. Indeed, a stronger or more com-
prehensive exposition of the weakness
and inherent inequality of the protective
system has not been given to the public.
Through it all, moreover, there runs a
vein of kindly syn.pathy and patriotic
coneideration. The manufacturer or the
workingman who reads this message
must be cancans and suspicious indeed
if he is not impressed by it with the
abiding conviction that a readjustment
of the tariff which should be committed
to the president, if that were practicable,
would leave the . workingman in better
position than that which be now bolds,
wonld Increase the general prosperity of
manufacturers and the persons whom
they employ In opening to Americans
the markets of the world, and would at
the same time, bx diminishing the bur-
dens and restraints upon them, augment
the comfort of every Matt, woman, and
child in the land.
New York Times: Mr. Cleveland has
done an act of statesmanship in the best
sense. Recognizing a great duty be has
performed it with courage, with firm-
ness, and at the right time. And he hail
performed it so that every honest man
twist see that it is an honest act. • • •
Judged by any ordinary standard of po-
litical expediency the president's act is
inexpedient. He has forced upon his
party an issue as to which the party is
divided, and so aivided that unless the
nilnority yield it can de!eat the will of
the majority. He has done this on the
eve of a national contest in which a con-
siderable number of men of influence in
the party have been urging him to avoid
this issue, and threatening him and hum
party with disaster if he did not avoid
it. On the other hand, there is nothing
in this issue, thus presented, by which
Mn. Cleveland could hope to draw front
the Republican party any votes. Nor
title alone, for if the protectionist faction
in the Democratic party carry out their
own desires, or do what they have con-
tinually declared that they would do.
Mr. Cleveland has done the one thing
by which he could imperil the prospect
of his own renomination. It places Mr.
Cleveland far above any of the leaders
LO whom the Republican party has of late
lent a hearing, and above most of the
leaders of his own party.
••••• —
I Told Yea as,
Mr. E. A. Ireland, of Breen, Phil-
lips it Co.. NnahvIlle, Tenn., says:
"I was afflicted with Piles for twenty
)ears, and I tried every remedy offered
me; finally used the Ethiopian Pile
Ointment. It gave me instant relief,
and has effected a pern•anent cure."
Sold by all druggists.
CONSTIPATION
TS called the "Father of Disease," because
1 there its DO medium through which disease
so often attacks the system a. by the absorp-
tion of p.ilsonons gases in the retention of de-
cayed and edete matter in the stom•ch aed
bowels. It Is CAUINKI by • Torpid Id Ver. Dot
enough bile being excreted from the blood
produce Nature's own cathartic . and is general -
ly accompanied with such results as
Loss of Appetite,
Sick Headache.
Bad Breath. etc.
The treatment of Oonstipation does not eon -
slot merely ill unloading the bowels. The med-
icine must Dot only act as a purgative, but be a
tonic as well, and not produce after its use
greater costiveness. Ti, secure a regular habit
of body without .-banging the diet or disorgan-
izing die system
"Hi- attention. after sufferimg with Constipa-
tion for two years, 'a as called to h itimuna
1..‘ter Regulator, loot baying tried almost ev-
erything else, coneinded to try It. I ant took •
wineglamiful and afterwards reduced the does
to a teaspoonful. as per directions. after each
meal. I found that it bad den • nie se much
good that 1 continued it until 1 took two bottles.
Since then hate out ex peneared any dilliculty.
I keep it in my house and would not be a ithout
it, but haying so use for it, It having cured
me "—Geo V. Mug, Ain't. Leer/ superior
Court. Bibb Co , Ga.
Take Only the GIMUIRO,
Which has on the wrapper the red
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Chicago gab lb. National Itepubllorn
Convention. It is quite appropriate
that It &book' be held in the Windy
City.
A Louis-elle negro who lost every-
thing he had in a beton the city election
committed suicide. Moral-Don't het
on a Republican.
Hon. Jno S. Barbour is the Demo-
cratic caucus nominee of the Virginia
legislature for United States Senator.
He will be elected on the 210th inst.
Chieago dist had the anarchists and
now the Republican convention, and it
she could have a good siege of ohoiera
there Would be wine hope for St. Louis.
The friends of Chas. W. Buck, United
States minister to Peru, are urging him
to become a candidate for the United
States, Senate, to auxeed Senator
Beck.
Fidelity Harper, Cincinnati, has been
convicted and sentenced to ten years in
the Ohio state penitentiary. Harper
said he would go out of busluess if
Cleveland was elected preeident.
The New Eita's informant Was at
fault in regard to the nomination of Mr.
Kitteritige for State senator by the Dem-
ocrats of the Eighth senatorial district
Hamilton Rs:ginger was the nominee.
Owensboro says if stse doesn't get
$100,000 from congress right quick, she
is going to dop over into the Ohio
river. That town ought to have probi-
hition about a month; it would cure her
of making such threats.
Owenaboro is to have the electric lire
alarm by Clarisonnia. Bowling Green
should have a similar system of dre
alarm before many more mouths pass
by.-Park City Time*.
0 how tired this makes us!
The Fisheries Commission tailed to
agree. The treaty drawn up by Mr
Bayard was rejected by the repreeenta
tives of Great Britain. It is thought the
president will make this tbe subject of a
special message to congrese.
•
The Republicao seuators and repre-
sentatives in congress; now tind them-
selves between the devil and the deep
blue sea. In the Forty-twventli congress
they were outspoken iu favor of a re-
doction and now the altercative is sub-
mitted of going back on their record. or
working with the Democrats to secure
reform.
Benjamin Cockeye Butler on being
asked to indorse the selection and In-
vitation of the Comte De Paris to deliver
the address at the reunion of the armies
at Gettysburg next July, gets patriotic-
ally spooney and vows such such shall
never be. That settles it; Comte De
Paris will deliver the address.
Democrats want to elect the president
next year. The country wants a reduc-
tion of the surplus. The president is in
favor of • reduction. New York, is the
pivotal State. New York has recently
declared in favor of tariff reduction.
The path is plainly marked. Will the
Democratic Ls:ingress walk In it?
The colored men of Atlanta who
worked against prohibition and who
were members of the First Congrega-
tional church have been bounced. This
ehnrch is composed of the txm ton ele-
ment, graduates of universities and col-
ored men of prominence, and the action
of the church has created a good deal of
excitement.
The nominations for the senatorial
race in the Eighth district have been
made. 'rhe Democratic mass meeting
was held in Beaver Dam Saturday and
Mr. Kitteridge, Ohio county, vase put
in nomination. The Republicans met
in Centtal City and nominated Mr.
Lewis Jones, of Muhlenberg county.
The election occurs on the 22d inst.
Mr. Blaine in his little message tells
us how very neeessery it is that we
should have a continuation of protection
In order that the monopolists and
"trusts" may be benedtteti, sod that
Pennsylvanians may be able to boleter
up their "infant industries," and, alas),
how ver7 wrong it is that the users ;of
tobacco, that great "nesessary of life,"
should have to best their heavy burden
of taxation.
Speaker ‘.7arlisie is certainly in "arrest
about the surplus question. His open-
ing address as presiding officer of the
house left no doubt but that he intended
to push matters to a climax; that there
wouls.: Ise no delay by the Democrats in
congress in taking this great Wiriness in
hand and rupteee through a tariff re-
form bill, placing the rexponsibility
upon the senate of accepting or reject-
ing it.
Disappointed in getting waterworks
in Hopltinsville, the New Ea• now
wants a dre engine that will prove ade-
quate to time large demands, and that
will protect the valuable property of the
city.-Clarksville Tobseco-Leaf.
The New if.ltA has not given up the
Idea of waterworks by a large majority,
but is just waiting for developments.
A Board of Council is to 'w elected to-
day, aud much depends upon who com-
poses i t .
Senator Chandler ought to remove to
Ohio. He aad Foraker could then con-
dole with each other over the present
state of affairs and take turn shout In
wearing that old "bloody shirt." Chan-
dire* latest evidence of asminirtity is in
the bill he recently introduced in the
senate to regulate the holding of con-
greasional elections in South Carolina,
Florida, Miseissippl and Louisiana. fie
expresees the belief that it will pees the
senate and hopes it will pass the house.
Lord, what a fool !
The postal telegraph bill introduced
by Senator Cullom provides for the es-
tablishment of the United States postal
telegraph as a pert of elie pastel system
and for the erection of ten trunk lines of
telegraph to the various cities of impor-
tance in time United metes, and branch
lines from time to time as Appropriations
are mule- therefor. The secretary of
war is authorized to ose Cie military
service lines as far as la expedient and
to make necessary corelemnatiors of
land and buildings at a fair compensa-
tion. The office of director general of
telegraphs is created as a part of the
postoMce department. The selections,
altos exanainatioo, appileants for em-
ployment are to be made by the civil
service commission. Four million Sol-
Wall appropriated for the locat6-m and
But It Is not well either to abolish or
reduce Internal revenue taxation; it is a
tax upon whisky, beer and tobacco,
things which are in very small measure
neceeestry to the health or happiness' of
mankind ; if they •re neceesary
any unfortunate man, they are
far less nettessary even to him titan
are a thousand other articles wIticit the
government taxes. This taris the least
burdensome, the least 'typist of all the
taxes which government lays or can
lay upon time peeple; it should not be
abolished, nor thould it be reduced it,
eith due regard Le the existing condi-
tions of labor and capitel, sufficient re-
duction calm be made in the taxation of
necessary articles which are in the daily
use of all the peeple.
Yet there are thuee, men in the Dem-
ocratic party, who wish to make the
reduction on three luxuriee. It seems
strange that Omit should be so, and that
any Democrat would advocate it, yet
South Carolina and one or two other
states furnish men who claim to be
loyal Democrats/ who are working to
this end. Confusion upon them!
The message of President Cleveland
presented to congress at its opening
Mouday, relates exclusively to the sub-
ject of mriff reform, and recommends
that congress revise and reduce the
present tariff laws to a basis of a tariff
merely sullietent to liquidAte the running
expenses of the Goverument. President
Clevelaed's views are imi complete ac-
cord with his party as a rule, but there
are enough high tariff men ammo; the
Democrats in congress to defeat the
passage of any bill that would be min-
protective to the it thiatrien of this
country. A reduction teems probable,
but it *ill hardly be r sweeping one.-
Warsaw Independent.
If Bro. yVallace will read the message
carefully he will see that a "tweepiug"
reduction is not propeseti, but, on the
contrary, "an easy reduction of taxa-
tion." The president does uut wish to
leave the industries of the country Un-
protected, for he plainly says, "in a
readjustment of our tariff the interests
of American labor engaged in manufac-
ture should be carefully considered, as
well as the preservation of our manufac-
turers." More, that in the revision
especial precaution should be taken to
prevent imperiling their interest.
The idea that Mr. Blaine can carry
Virginia, West Virginia, Tennessee,
North Carolina mei Alabama on the
platform he hail laid down by Itirl criti-
cism of the president's niereage is ab-
surd. These states are Densocratic and
ean be counted on to stand the ad
ministration in 'SS. Therieicy be a
faction w ho woe ld rather see the tobacco
and whisky tax repealed, but this de-
sire is not strong enough to lead them
astray. This cry has been raised by
Republican politicians in nearly every
election, and yet these states seem to
have failed them in the hour of need.
As It has been, so it will be. A conceit-
'eon will be made by a reduction of the
tobacco tax, if it be neceseary iti the in-
terest of harmony, but there will be no
repeal of the revenue laws in the entire.
That le not Democracy. The repeal of
theft laws means a continuation of the
present high protective tariff', and no
good Democrat will champion that.
There must be so much revenue for the
expense@ of government, and if it is eta
off from one touree a must be left on the
otber. Blaine's poliey means protec-
tion to the few; Cleveland's j melee to
the many. The people of these states
will see.this and do as they have done--
- re,
Report hath it that Col. A. S. Culver, The 
editorial in the Springnelds Mass. contact alai the class already here 
who
ot the \ Ashville American, is being Home and F
arm is a little late in the a-e slweys lookitte for recru
its te
preered upon the president by the Ten- season, 
but it is recommended to the stren icimemm their lea lesa 
societies, it i-
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tallilka+e delegation sea fritutiiit at Wash- Chicago
 News and time State of Ohio, per much easier to versified., Ned 
'educe loin
ingten for the Mexican Miteime The Foraker, as
 very fresh anti worthy to join his look to theirs it he to proud- IN CLit_IlliSVILL
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Col. would till the position oith credit of tonsideration,
 coining loi it does from les. (hail if he hail meatus t,1 a
ttpi,, irt
ill lilltibell Alla 110t/Or to the country, ad an old-
'ashionest Yankee :state. It is
he is a maim ot great ability and natural ouly a "cheet
uut bell."
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THE TRIBUNE Vs. BLAINE.
• -- ---- --- ------- He Coafeiffieli Huirepe.rriinti.re.to 'a New Era
diplomacy. Another meson that might Away
 w WI the "bloody shirt!" There Tit, t.iiie
ogo Tribune,.
a reek Reptibli- John Henry. Alias Jim cox. siks
be urged *eh effect id, that there would 
is still toO much effort to keep alive See- - ' is hot at all in love with Mr.
done! leered in telt grand country of ' eau 
Alert,
be one less to fight in the tariff war (Airs. There are men mini politicians Blaine u
nd his Ideas, as may be drawn
that it to some, mid a very iiiiiiesirable who seem to regard it 
tremsettside tor from the editorial comment made on his
oppotteet, too, onr 
South:ern States to honor these who criticittil of the President's mersage. now in the jilt h. le lie est. arrested
*ere their leader.) during the ear, ei •
titer living or dead. But ouir friends ef 
.tside freest the tact that the Tribune a ill ni aim eating I $$$$$ re at the pmetseeprer
the South would not lie filen if they did not tall 
inte nee. end tut-Meth its part deo), in 17birkeviiie at 7 :30 p. In si
itur.
not eeteem their old leathers. I lee wet' aud parcel of telly for the Nisi
tie man, day by ttelictettan A. C. Staff:m.1 amid
bliolig °nee, ,l'a4( ; Lt"'Ill %id*" twilieVeli P.a uttlitilA.110; xi e tall It Itt.ith:t. gild SO C011etable C NI. Love Hod t000gla to
tney were recut in toe colitilet ; the :some . . .
alio convinced ll' its error by !env or 
sensible 'biotite "souk] aluiest 'elect to this city sii..*no no.r.40.g. li
e nioe
anus, anti hist°, y duet tuitt r. e ire sik lit hear tha
t they had eietilectel IrOUI Deitl- no reristslice mit tile time ot *nest, for he
gene.- et e hem *cot littered people hytr 4•erat iv t.t.tiree. They Pre really interest- had laid his pistol Ralik, hitt remarked
more clietetally tacceputil tne arbitranmer t .nig, apt, the l'eleine is to be tastigratu-
of war. To-day the 17nited States littS bated upon the etrengni ut the article.
really BO North, Ito South, li0 Etst, Ito
Wept. so intimate is the relationship ex- It tays:
toting between the itelthery, commetee 51r. Blaine
, as might have been ex-
am! agriculture lof the various sectiona. peeled, ints 
prerettted higheariff protece
Let tis keep our lace.' to the front and Hon, I ro
w a puttee' point ail blew, an all
militelly work together to 11;11111 the opposition Is
mer to the presititeit's vie**
deathly *hitch Iles Melee Auto-true cite 1111 tariff n.11(101011, We
 luive a long mei
it mishit,. Let ne be genii eft a inn retie r appa
rel ils tell pit a•set a; inter Int'utto
limn lost 1 olitiel ills, Ties.. it liso4los km lie iii Whit-li to illootelassi 
lide queatlop,
IiiiiiIrr,I but ao Iiilti'll I/ Dewitt politic. tl Mel it Is is qu
entims %Wish must lw rots
Villlitts as by it report ill lh. iiirtli.Va Ili tirti
 110111 111 Biel Ita, N1111 Mit 11111111 hada'
OM 4 Reviling in ft Itilitiimiti or a II MI UM lit Wall Pollsitirfa
llitliat Nis imr, tiseretiire,
too into Lion. Lcr•-• Clorl•tbkit hero, 114 Mr. illasitie stelos too melte
 it illiimar am
who's* mennotry hi treasured by isil also 4 party house 
Ise alit tall. If 141 a etil
knew him, irreaorctive ul swelleisal or ficietit 
ixpletialion to Mr. Ilintoe's le
pat ty lilies. terview that lie 
le a Ceiliii3lwanien. lie
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Ti,e Republican') are iiivrtitieg va-
rious st-beines to reduce the xurphis in
order to prevent the redurtion of the
tend' on the. Ilreerteitke of lite. Senator
Plumb, of Kaissus. is framing a bill
a advocates the et-mettle-00e or
numerous public- buildings in d ff-reitt
stales of the union, itopittg thus to
stand off the vital letues at hand. It is
needless to say that the senator anti his
little tell will be sat upon. There Is
one conaolation, an appropriation bill
must origit tete or rather first come bee
tore the house, anti it will he most leo.
tiotioly aquelt-liell by thit lastly Iodise It
eats tio any harm.
OUr 11441,11111 tot texeoloit, it" 1111111111 sit
which [lila 'intakes surplus is lekre
Dons the people anti put Mos the public
Demme'', conaists of a tariff or duty lev-
ied upon ituportatious from &host anti
internal reveuue texts levied ispoil the
conattinptem tobaceo and spirituotia
and malt liquors. It muse be coeceded
that none of' the thiegs subjeeted to in-
ternal reveeue taxation are, at: itoly
speaking, iseeessai ire ; there appears to
be no just complaint of this taxation by
the eOliallniers tiessee articles, Red there
seems to be nothing et well able to bear
the burden atith011t hardship to any por-
tion of the people -Grover Cleveland.
There is in thie country a large body
of foreign-born citizeits who are
gent amid induatriout, and who are a
benefit to us. 'Ittere is another body,
and it it not intelligent, neither is it in-
dustrious; it is vicious, unprincipled
and law-breaking. 'fhe One claim is
weleornee with open arms; the world
tolerated. Congress; stimuli' take this
matter In hand and provide for the es-
eltititon of this latter element from our
shoree. It is rather a delicate under-
taking, but it should be done. Recent
developments prove conclusively that
our laws regart to immigration should
be stringent, and unless they are made
so we will suffer severely for it
The tide seems to have turned. Mr.
Blaine's criticirm of the president't
message has again brought him before
the country, and in a light very favor-
able to hit notnireetion at the Ilan& of
the conventiote promptness with
which hit words have been caught up
show that his oplaions are the ttpinions
of the Republiean party, and that the
issue next year will be the tariff. Re-
publican journals are etrong in their
preise of his criticism and united in their
condemnation ot the reform mesaagie of
the president. And, too, it is considered
a favorable omen that the conventioo
will be held In Chicago, instead of CM-
einnatti SA was hoped for by the friend@
of Mr. Sherman. It is known that Mr.
Blaine's friende were oppueed to the
convention going to Ohio, believing that
it would boom Mr. Sherman, and the
selection of Chicago is regarded as proof
of his weakness and Mr. Blaine's
atrength.
Time neettemity of dentonation to main-
tans the price of any commodity to the
tariff point furnishes proof that seine
one is willing to accept lower prices for
sueli commodity, and that such prices
are remunerative, and lower prices pro-
duced by 'torupetitiou prove the same
thing. Thus where either of these eon-
dittoed exist, a case would ItteLli to be
presented for an easy reduction of tax-
ation. 'I he considerations which have
been preseeted touching our tariff law.
are intended only to enforce an earnest
recommendation that the surplus reve-
nue* of the government be prevented by
the reduction of our custom duties, anff,
at time same time, to eutpliaaize a sug-
gestion that In accomplishing tied pur-
prese, we may discharge a double duty to
our people by granting to them a meas-
ure of relief trout tariff' taxation in
quarters where it is most needed, sud
from sources %here it can be mote. fairly
and justly- accorded.-Grover Cleveland.
Tee German Govermuteit is about tgi
lake* charge ot the tel. graa bilehless of
that ettiettry and lettered it to the pest-
teller depertmesst slier the lasimimum
ktigland. The United States will prob-
ably follow stilt,--silenderausi Gleaner.
That is not likely. W bile •it Seems
that something should be done to break
up this monopoly, the tone of the pres-
ent emigre's') is not at all favorable to the
goverteuent taking control of the mat-
ter. skeeter Cullom, it la Said; a ill eub:
mit a bill giving the United States the
defile eUlltrOl over the telegraph that it
has over the railroad+, but (ruin the ex-
pressed viewa of congretemen on tee
subject, it will be fought with vigor by
the Demovrats. The plan for the gov-
ernment to buy the present tystem is
not featible. l'hat of it building one in
opposition is regarded with disfavor by
the Detuocrata. It ie argued that she
teiegraph eOil Id be combined with the
pottottlee, and tints make one depart-
tuelasttend to the butler's's of both, but
that is not regarded its a good Ow out
the ground that it %mild prave detri
tueetal to the intermit's-. of eseit. Smite-
thing thoulti be done, itia tree, for as it
liOW Olid WWI tot)
posser. But %hat will be done is an-
other question. Democrats generally
oppose the scheme on the ground of cen-
tralization, and claim that toO
pow en over the business of the 4:othitry
loy the govertinietit would tend to cor-
ruption.
THE ELECTION.
The election Saturday resulted Sal was
to be expected-in the reture of the
old board. Those who opposed their
election were not organized, there was
so concert of action, and their failure
wss the reseult of it. The smipporters of
the old board worked bard with
unanimity, and the inajerity cast for it
Wad large. '1'herst was one Omega only,
that of Mr. A mierson for Mr. Trice. Te o
thing.) were noticeable during time elec-
tion, and they the interest of the pollee
Slid the amount of whisky drank. The
duty of thit board is to look alter the
best interests of the city, and it is the
purpose of the NEW EaA to assist them
in every way possible. Every tliiisg per-
taining to advancement and improve-
meta will receive comment in three col-
umns, and so long as the board work for
and abide by the wishes of the people
just FO long will the New Ewe stand by
and assist them.
THE RIOT ACT.
ilopkinsville has listi another fire, de-
stroying $7,01J0 worth of totowny. That
would have supported a good fire de-
partment, suitable to the [owe, tor two
years -0 emisboro Inquirer.
Quite true. Yet the people here event
to prefer bill+ losses to paying out a lit-
-tie more money for taxation. 'Ihe fire
department doubtlete does its best, but
that best is not adequate to the protec-
tion of Hopkittsville-it might be for
Caskey, 'rime New Env has already
shou it to the people the vast advantages
of a good dyntetu of water-works, it has
poit.ted ut what would be ,gained by
their erection, it has ventured the rug-
gestion that there was too little enter-
:Secretary 1.'1'111;11nd is nothing if not prise and too much old fog) ism, yet it it
logical. He says: all answered by "taxation! taxation! we
are burdetted to death by taxation!"
The saving of loeses by fire, the reduce
tion Itsurance rates, theconvenietices
and benefits, the standing is e 'lit.'s it
would place our city as tow peogression,
and the many other benefits are not con-
tidered. Taxation 410W lig them all. The
rich say ; "0 we are wiliing, far as
we are concerned, to have them built ;
but we must think anti ai.t for the poor
man; lie is the man to ruff. r; it w ill not
hurt us; we will J.tst raise his rent to
get even." Raise his rent ! tto r taxes
011 a $1,000 house would be increased,
what? A mere bagatelle; and yet you
would raise hit relit, would yots? How
much? How would you calculate the
percentage of increase? How very pub
lie spirited you are! So very progre S-
olve ! You love the poor MAO ; have eo
much sympathy for him teed so much
progression in your make tiP that you
raise hit rent! What do you care
"whether the town progrerses or remains
at a stand still, your money. Is made!
The poor Matti is to be benetitted by the
erogreseion of the city ; lie knows it,
and is in favor of it. 53 wueld you be
benefitted, but vou have money for all
your needle and weuld haves to pay
higher tax-s tor a while, and do not care
to pay out netney that will benefit some
one else. How wonderfully conserva-
tive and regtniful for the poer a man
gets to be as he nears the end of iife's
journey with a big pile of money in the
Meek !
THE IMMIGRATION BILL.
Tite bill to regulate anti restrict im-
migration introduce(1 in time senate by
Farwell is one *Melt shouhl receive the
fevorable attention of congress. Long
eat. dila country been overrun , with a
class whit bring nothing that is ttenefi-
she and whoare entirely worthless in
every respect. Tie* bill provides that
each immigrate *hell be eoesessed of
@efficient meams to maintain himself for
six months, 611411 eatablish the fact that
lie is not a convict, pauper, idiot or le-
gatee person before teeing allowed to
Med till these elioret. Further, it em-
power. United States consul') at foreign
ports to i.sue certificates to this effect
and imposes fines awl imprisonmen
upon the masters of vessels for bringitig
ouch ilunigtents as are prohibited by
these reatrictionn. There can be but
few objections made to tide but the Chi-
cago News makes this:
The provition requiring means of Pimp-
port for six months after arrival it open
to grave and obvious objection. It would
exclude a Ouse of otherwise desirable
citizens. It makes even honest poverty
a stigma. It is reptigeant to the very
genius of our institutions.
Otherwise the News treats with favor
all the other clauses anti urges ita paa-, none.
sage. The ohjection to the chew( hi Yours truly,
question is not a seriout one and should L GORSUCH', M. D.,
not be treated as such. The United Office, 215 Summit St.
States is now In pottition to dictate( We will give $100 for any ease of Ca-
tertnn to all countries in regard to their tarrh that can not be cured with Hall's
offoluxes, and it can well aff'ord to do Catarrh Cure. Taken internally.
without a class of tiPtti who come with- F. J. CHENEY aft CO., Prop
e.,
out means to support them. The great Toledo,
 0.
troutble heretofore with immigrants has gereold by Druggists, 75 cts.
been that they came here a ithout means
of Ruppert anti readily fell under vi-
cious influent-es, aeon beestionting out
as fuletiedged rogitet, lOd'ilide
they had no money to start with awl
an easier road teemed open than that of
lager. When a fereigner mtrikes thim
country and sees Its boundless wealth
•
CAGED AT LAST.
John Skinner, the Negro a iso nteempted
to 'minter B. F. Fourqueato a short thae
▪ Illed lAef bt en captured, and Is
When Baby waa sick. we gays her Criteria,
When she waa a Child, ahe cried for Castor*
Wles she became Miss, she clang to Castons,
Mass she had Children, see gays theta Caswell",
•
A Sort enir.
to the gentlemee, "It 1 hail my pistol, I
would make it hot for imi
Henry load bertm seen Clarksville
severel times Kiel had eui meml• at
this eating staind helm e. Rime Ing title,
the eroprieter, N eolilieil Num. twen
toloi lot keep a I. oittout foor him, tool to
St nil 110 1411111. Ill, Saturday
eveolog alai Pallar in, mild the ',rowel tor,
alit r styli g memo tided to rod, slip.
ped 11111 1111 I ti W1111011011 We're. SIN
toed Loess !1st I ei belitotti tlie matt Wed
there, mod tlory esine down.
!leers eerie, epporttielty fur tight
alte brought tip et an mtitiospliere of til- 
or
tra proms tion. Ile Introit at the fasettattotf. 
laisithneda 4,4h-had:to tiler
thr higlotariff.esinaliela of that
mud imbibed their doctrines Like all
l'entmsy ivaidatio, Republitlums or Demo-
crats), he believet enorttems ditties in
Illtritimi 1;0%96feet:4%i:41 iplkri.r.itleorinugt. tii•zall ioji.it itichtel
ellituntiintiut•trie•," a !licit long ago elute
ot age semi ought to be able to go alone.
Every Penurylvattian trelieves that the
protective s)strati promotes lila Interesto,
and that hi promoting hit Internee it en-
hances the general god of the public.
It is alinott iteediess to say that Mr.
Bleier, as well ats other Urentylvenia
Republican*, in taking this poaition,
Rieke socount of the precedents of
is57, of 14.4443, or of the platiortu of
lesee, which explicitly declarer% the Re-
publican party pledger itself to correct
the irregularities of lite tariff' and to re-
litlOg the surplus. They even fought the
amen reduction of IsS3. The Blaine in-
terview will have to 'teed upon itd mer-
its, and it will et! indoneed or comietuited
in accordanee with the value or the ar-
guments set forth, and the public judg-
ment a-ill not be influenced by time dis-
tinguished name behind them.
It is the weakest ground Mr. Blain --
has ever yet (Well pied, and no national
party van eapect tor hall a preeidential
eampalen on thet issue, no matter who
pwormityitibeonlotit tiliteisreq1)14ttrat
ot the tariff commiasiol and to the Re-
publican plstform el 1884. Upon this
question. therefore, we beg leave to dil-
fer Irons Mr. Maine, es he differs from
tie. Freely acknowledging his right tu
lois own belief, as a Republicen, we claim
the same right as he and are tree to state
our belief that in lending the coddling
cohorts uf the State of Pentitylvania,
with his lieutenants, Randall, Kelley,
canhernit, and siePtier.on, he a dud
that. Priitist lave* is but nee State, and
that there is te large artily oteeide its
Modem alio du tee proems) to be levied
upon any hanger fur its benefits. * *
The surplus Iteration must be "mettle(' in
tome way, and in a different way fr 
Aeltie-i accerslanue with the Blaine
iwdehat. it liar been settled. It enn not be
TRUSTS.
In speaking of the One...aged emit to
them trileUltier oer how mantibesturet,
rerultieg from a duty Mid upon im-
ported erticlus of time @tune description,
the fact is not overlooked that competi-
Oen among lour flomeitiu producers
sometimes lied the effect of keeping the
price of their products below the high-
est limit 'Mewed by etch dirty. But it
is notorious that this competition tem
often strangled by combitiations quite
prevaidet at alit tune, amid frequently
caned truce, which have for their ob-
ject the reguletioli of the supply and
price of conimoditiete made and sold by
members of the combination, The peo-
ple call hermit>. hoee for ally ootisidera-
Lion in the operation of these selfish
schentes.-Grover Cleveland.
0:ie ofOthe greatest curses that ',fillet
the people of this nation a-e three
"trusts." Having for their object time
enrichment of the few, they go in to
alit, knowing I10 law save that of self-
interne. 'fheir processes are many and
their means veried, but 411 tend to one
end-power. First, a few large tisalert
band together in an aesochition end lix
prices ou a certain commodity. In-
ducement.; are offered to other dealers
to j An them, and If they refuge the
process of freezing commences. Small-
er dealers, not being able to compete
with prices, succumb and are gobbled
up by the orgenization. One alter one
they disappear, end the "treat" grows
in pewee. meld it etteece until it can
dictate pikes to the producer, then to
the commuter, and it Is template. They
say to the producer : y ou IIII1Ft take Oda
price; no one will pay a higher; you
cannot help yourself. To the eonatitner
you mute pay our price; we have a
monopoly, and If you (lo not bey of us
you niutt do without. No man, no
company can tight them; they are al-
nioet invulnerable. Lo mk at the Steed-
ard Oil Trust! By a single move it
can ranee the tunics of oil three, five or
twenty cents) per gallon, and who can
Sty it nay? You may provest, but
you niurt buy time oil at thirty or fifty
cents, %Welt price It' choose to make.
it says to the producer, you can
have only so much Ito your crude oil;
we own mid control all time refineries,
anti there no one else to buy ; and he
must abide the 'mice. Company alter
couipany has fougitt this trust and in
the end is beeten. The 'ruled() reenery
ea. the last tO try, and it wan bought
out last week.
The Chicago Gas Trust is another in--
stetter. Forty yeare ego time gas eolli-
paily had a espied of $100,000. Since
then it him increased its stock to $5,000,-
000, and all thid from its earnings, and
a ithout a dollar being put in by the
Wats arrested foe al..' omm being tuid for a
crime committed lut Keteucky, salt,
"An right ; " Upon being
overate! $40.75 was lot11111 upoe
peraoti, widelo he claimed to have W011
gambling. lie admitted to his captors
that he Wail the man tv,iso shot Mr.
Fourquealt, said he was only irony
he did not itim. tea being told Oust
vietlui W43 fast recovering, lie said
lie was sorry uf It.
A, reporter of the New Ea 4, lit cow-
pony witit Con ay Attorney Payne,
visited Henry itt oell at the Jail and
obtained a toil au I cotuplete confession
of tile crime. His state:nein ealneities
in many particular* with that of Mr.
Fouteplean, and was made freely and
without inducement.
In effect lie states that lie Wits gOillg
down the road t Melts e's store out the
evening of the PhD )ting wheu he wne
overtaken about t front town by
a man in a wee'', wis s waa strivhig a
teem eomposed of 4 liorae and nitile.
He *eked fur is ride ttod wad I to get
in After goilig eonie (lb-truce the mitt
asked pay tor the ride, mud on lilt ob-
jecting to this tee wawa(' was stopped
end ime was ordered telt, the driver
Putting hit hand toward 'his hip pocket
as if to draw a weapon. Henry then
j -irked out a pistol red tired at him one
Oule, anti think. I.p bit Wu). /,Seid the
team ran off at the shot, ant lie didn't
know where the in vo we t. 'nig lie
clionteei over a tense% ohling
dr, loped lois pistel, butt did not stop to
get it. lie eteue (em hick to ilopkiese we,
litter* of going on to MAiree'd re-
mains-1i here *bout. half hour, when
he left, t Meg tlie Palmyra road into
Munipulating ''The Hoye."
A correspondent presents
tottehing picture 01 Polk lestfoon and
Ten 'templet!, the Congressman from a
district in New York city, comparing
notes as to what Clevelited has done fie
"the tee 6" ill their respective districts.
It may be noted that a hat three two
statesmen don't know about manipu-
lating "the boys" would not make Rey
other man a reputation for w
Owcnsboro Imptirer.
l'rifieally III.
Mr Jas Catnptiell is critit-ally ill at
Franklitt streethis mother's 1 
Ile returned recently from Fierlds,
where lie had Mee hi conedpienee of
hing diseese. Ile he sinking gradually
and his death but a quieten, of a short
time. When last in Clafkoville in the
Ammtier of 'SG, Mr. Campbell appar-
ently was in robust health '1 his an-
notincernent will be read with pain and
surprise by bis former friends Ind
largooletes -11arksoville Tobatero-Leaf.
the (memory. Teat lie walked most of
the night awl slept in the wood the re-
mainder. at he hati been in and
Ilene Clarksvile ever since, reel had
never bete hack to llopkinsvdie, iseing
tifrael he would be caught mei inolitted.
lie said lie nev.r asked Vourtoesu tor
InuneV and wily shot him Mc 'use he
was rtraiti of bring shut himself. 'flea
he hall dee -menet! to either (some back
here and surrender or go to Clarksville
and let them cateli hini. lie raid that
tome men elta.ed lieu 4 s try from a
&whet un the l• T. road. an I
fired at him seversi times, bet did hot
hit him.
Henry has a fresh a ound on Its hand
a hich he claims Ica have done lilineelf by
an aecitiental discharge of a pistol. Ills
statements are *mime lint deitlicting,
amid thoee made to the reporter differ in
Koine of time detail's to thoee ensile to his
captors at Clark•ville. lu appearance
he is about five feet tig or NeVerl inched
lo ight, slender in bled, a Ali rather
a treacherous lice, amid it about teetal
years ()el,
Henry deceit to a reporter Ow lie had
only about Sae Oil person when ar-
rested, inetead of $30.75 as stated by the
Clarksville police. When metre:heti
Monday morning by Sneriff Boyd anti
Geo. Bradley only fifty-five cents eould
be found.
Henry, or Skinner, was seen in Hop-
kineville last Thursday, niel it is be-
lieved Omit he was ths nein alio rubbed
Ishmael fiord ot $55 eilver and a eli-
te', eimpecially as all the money line
found on hen wea in silver.
Ile was brought out of jail for prelim-
inary examitiatIon Monday morning,
but the ciennion wealth not being ready
on account of the abseil of the chief
witness, Mr. Fourquettm, the trial was
postponed until Ftelay lamming at 10
o'clock.
'Ike Bible Meeting.
The 67th annual tiseetiog of the C. C
B.-Society, auxilliart of the Amerce')
Bible Society, eat held at the Baptist
church Sunday night. Judge J. I.
Laisdes prerlded. Minutes of the last
',seedier were read by Joe McCarron.
George Long mad E. H. Hopper were
not-let-tr.! to their positions. Judge
Landes re-elected pretitlent. W. W.
Clark was declared secretary. l'he
Stoma] addrera Was delivered by Rev.
A. C. Biddle. It was fitting and ap
proprinte. Judge Landes offered a
few rem:eke aft.er which a collection
was taken and $25 secured. The object
of the society is to keep the comity of
Christian supplied a ith Phbles anti Tes-
tattletale
stsbareitolders. Recently it %sent into
To Correspondents.
plated upon ie, without any increase itt a good corretpontlent in every town in
- 
. 
_
the hatills1 of the Chicago Gas Trust, and
now a tgage of $25,000,000 has le en It is the wish of the New ERA lo 11,4%4
the assets the county, and would be pleased to 'lase
The Boot and Shoe Trutt is the latest, you write. Sometimes it may be possi-
and was organizel in Boston last week. ble that your letter will not appear, but
Sooti it *Ill dictate the price of tliat Vi ill al us ay s due to the crowded
shoes, the wages the laborer shall earn, condition of 011r e01111111111. But we -till
and who knows but it may say a hat aptuteriate yout efforts all the same.
class of animals you 'trey raid in order A tiew correrpontient appears on the
to supply it a ith the kind of Math- list (laid week froum -Salubria. "Pet"
er it teethe geniis an intererting ami wity letter.
Verily, this must be a great country, mei the New Elia 1101W6 w ill continue
Whell a few tneti can dictate to the pro- to do ito each week.
duc. r anml coestimer the price of goode The letter of "11. F." from tette Rock
on the market. 118 
"chuck full" of newm and a ill be
- - --ens • foetid interesting. We hope she will
favor Us again at an early (lay.
•
A man who has prat.ticed medicine for
40 years ought to know salt from sugar;
read what lie says:
ToLisoo, 0., Jail. 10, 1887.
Mersrs. F. J. Cheney tit Co.-Gentle-
men :-I have been in the general prac-
tice of medicine for moist. 40 years, and
would say tint in all my prat.tice and
experience. have never seen a prepara-
tion that I could prescribe with its tittleh Twenty-four yearm ago
 a squad oil
contidence of success as I can Haire calvary can't ed on the premises of
 Mr.
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by you. J. T. Smith, near Fairvi
ew. Otte of ,
Have pfeseribed it a great ebony dines theni wan Jasper Loeg, 
of the third
I and its effect Is wonderful, and would Kentucky calv•ry, a
nd a brother of A.
say conclusion titat I have yet to find B. Long, ex-j miler of this comity. 
'fie.
, it case of Catarrh that it would not cure, soldier sat upon a fe
nce with hit carbine
' if they would take it aceording to direc- accross his lap. 
Act.idently the weapon
was discharged and the linnet perforated
time victitn't left leg, passing clear
through and lodging in the ceiling of
a lionise near hy. Mr. Stuith visited Mr.
Long a few obeys ago and presented Wm
with the bullet, "which had recetaly fal-
len front its lodgittg in the ceiling to the
floor beneath.
- 
_
Buckler's Armies Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruiset, Sore', Ulcer*, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, 'Fetter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, Corea, and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no
The work of cleari- lig away the delorie pay required. It i
s guaranteed to give
In Elkton, Ky., for the retniilding of the evriect satis
faction, cr money refunded.
bank, and offices of II. G. Petree and Price 25 cents per 
box. For sale by
aamessw-www•oleoes- 
'I tared tbe Tables.
It. Henry, iirektenan nit the
st N. It. H., *rearrested Weilluestlay
allentime at tits litstigetion of Mr. Al•
eximteler, tlopOt lOr comodring to
defraud the rallroa.1 out a dial. The
ate used a as tried before Judge W hitter
but there a as ite legal proof Omit lie
Was the mats wanted. Josh Holliway,
eolored, appeArel As Wit,' •is *Mid Oat the
prisoner, bait hie teationomy was not out-
Ikeda for conviotion in time court's
opinion. 'lite prisoner wits 01st-barged.
When Holilway Stepped out of the wit-
ness' chair he was immediately arrested
on a charge preferred for the sante of-
feriae. Ile entered a plea of "guilty"
and was given thirty days.
Pllet Reek Items.
Reiter New Kra: •
Peen' K v., Dec. 14. 1887.-Af-
ter a silence of some weeks, we exclaim
in the langimage of the holy writ, "Do
thyself no harm, for we are all here"
despite the hard times, and likely to re-
11111Nigeinrly all the ferment have Oaten ad-
vantage of the cold spell and killed their
pork.
The a heat wasp looks dile since the
recent- rains.
Mr. Julie lieederson has retitrued
trout a visit to relatives in Illinois.
Mks) Ida Le> LOn sent r are visit-
ing relatives in this part.
Professor Jestoup id teaching the put-
lie school at Independence.
Miss Hattie Hayes' school doomed last
Titurtday, with great credit to herself
as ern as her pupil*.
Mr Gregory and faintly will start in
a few slays to Calvers City to make that
thelr future house.
Mr. Jobe Perkins *petit last Stinday
in Fairview.
Mr. Wesley Hubbard, a prominent
toting man of Olt comniunity, will
start ill • few day s Greeehriar to
speed that winter.
Mr. Lawrence Meachans hots gone to
sFistitletArt.11 t 0 pay a visit to his brother aud
revMere George Pensel Is very low alas
Miss Ellen Perkins and Miss Maggie
Vaughn spent Friday in Fairview.
Mr. Jolt, Fatigium spent a portion of
last week ill his Old Ileighbor1100d on
Sittkiiig Fork.
near here last Wednesday, an
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Canes.
We extend cur heartiest sympathy to
the bereaved parent*.
'rite protraeted meeting closed at
Ebenezer on account of the bad weather.
IL E.
• ...Wee •
1 heir Besiness Booming.
Probably lin one thing has caused
such a geo.erool evlval of trade at Harry
B. tiartier't City Phannavy drug store
as their giving away to their custenter*
of. so Ilially free trial betties of 1)r
King's New Discovery for Consump-
tion. - Their trade is simply enormous
In tide very valuable ankle trout the
fact that it always cures and never dis-
appoinut. Coughs, Colds, Asthma,
Broneltitio, Croup, and all throat mei
lung diseases quickly cured. Every
bottle warranted. 50c. and $1.00 per
bottle.
Notes From Salabrla.
Lister New Era.
Saeusitia, Dec. 14.-We think such a
thriving little town as ours has been
neglected long enough, consequently
fasr•oenbet.lieve it our ditty to bring it to the
Married, at the residence of the bride's
weer, Mr. Garth Bell to Miss Edna
Payne, oil the ith inst., Rev..I . N. Prea-
tridge fliciatieg. The bride is the
youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Nute
Payne, atid is an semenplished young
lady. 'lite groom is a son of 51r. John
Bell, of your city, and is widely known
in this vicinity.
Mr. J:11. Sergeant had had a tine sta-
ble erected and speaks of run n rig in op-
poaition to Porter Bros.
O'Brien & SOIl have opened up a
wholeetele grocery store on south Main
street.
Miss Felia Payne, a pretty brunette
of your town, ham returned home after a
week's visit to her parries-
Mr. J. II. Ferguson, our wide awake
agent reprenenting the DAVIS Sewing
Machine Company, Cleveland, 0., hart
tome for whiter quarters. Ta, ta,
Josh!
Mr. W. Sergeant has made quite
an addition to our town by erecting a
flee frame dwelling un north Main
street.
Miss I.izzie Morrison has returned
'tome after a week's visit at Pembroke.
'Squire Penick weitt over to Clarks-
ville last week to sell his tobacco.
Mra. Dr. Chidill; of Springfield, Tenn ,
lots returned   after an extensive
virit to her parente 
Miss Bettie Hooker is visiting Casky
hit week, the guest of Mrs..). W. War-
Captain Hucharthmon hes time finest
wheat crop in this section.
M r. Tip Mt•Rae hapreparing to rtin an
Ice factory next summer which will be a
great benefit to our citizens. We hope
Tip will fully carry out his intentions
mid have great ouccess.
We will close and Write more in the
future if this does not find its reithig
place in that horrible waste basket.
'fhe Guards' Entertalamtert.
The exhibition and priee drill at the
armory last 1Freloy eight by the leathern
Light Goan!. Wad etapeeee,
both as to o Mclency in drill and eider-
talinuent of visitors. 111 Ille prize drill
there were eighiertm contestants at that,
but these semi too rowed /loan to Preen.
For a while these .evee maisiteitied their
poeitions a ell and it looked as if the
contest would be lengthy, but they had
te give w•y, leevitig only .1. 'I'. Ilan-
berry, .1. T Sas age and 111. MI. Al Rebell
Mersorlans.
William D. Sherrill departed this life!
°timber 1011), 1S87, at the age of fifty- I
seven yenrs, at his ;a-riddle.- I ur 11111e•
[Mtn 1114.110116Ville, oil the UreetiVille
road. He spent his youthful dsys in
this county at the piece tof his birth, hut '
later traveled nioelm. ilmssati•fied a itii
lite away, he returned to his old home,
where Jie remained till death. He leaves
a wife rood eight childien, and many
friends to mourn his losma. He was •
kind and affection ite fattier, a loving
on the deur. Alter a long ono interest- husband soil aortirted friend. lie did
ing teletext the ants141 was awarded to J. I I I-wy .1.1i ne.g.h.,or AR ale would be dime by .
'I'. lianberry Knott inuo-li applatow. Ser- Straightfore ard In his denlings. •n up-1
Kelm(' Latham Lighl Guard?' right and honorable gentleman, lie was ,
and Lieut Testesey, U. S. esavy, were loved by all wen knew lion.
the judges I' ol. M. II. Crump, Bow- ' ieved my dear father
ling Green, came doe to witness the with •Il a good child's love, 1But God ails cane,' in) father (fear
To quell In Heaven &bete.drill.
After the drill the floor Was given up
to the dancers and they enjoyed them-
selves until a late hour.
Copt Lewitt deaerves much pralee for
the efficient manner lit whit•it be handled
County .
H. B. (Sterner,
G. K. Gaither,
Hopper St Stet,
J. N. Artniatea.1,
Clitton Coal Go,
W. II. Nolen,
W. II. Martin, -
111. B. Miller,
It was hard to part from one modem',
But toil I knot, I floes beet,
And then I think with a heart of love
That in) ilear father teat rest.
And then I think it tit et' again
That any mother to Ina la left;
To tionk ill...Iliad called them hot li
I would indeed have been bereft
the boy s and, w Ith Lieut. Heery, es Whet w s. dear, dear friend
1% n lir or s•rth deed.
maiii^g the rythlog papa Idealised!' for nut ties I 111.111. et hint there
all Ito attends mi. wisere luau) notes sot...otiose.
• 
It. A, It
Mt-Kite's 1i' Om of l'aedul is for sale •
by the following inereliants Chi-finish A Had Ian.
Kalleel Ity, Dee. 14-Dr. Morrison
gy, Bunton!, Idiot'. ot the Kaiser City
.6 Times, was assault. d Imre eeterday
.6 by Ed, cortigsii, the horseman. The
(I atit.uity occurred Mena :20 o'clock
on the titaness of the Long building.
According to time tote-thetas of several
eps witnesses, Dr. Munford was walk-
ing up the (stairs when Corrigan ap-
proached him from the rear and,
**zing hie right anti, dealt him a
and gets you a ticket in our big drawing powerful blow in the eye. He then
for next Fall. Tell your neighbors to knocked him dowu and struck him
subscribe now and get the paper 'till
Jan. 1 1889 for $1.00
at
Mannington, Ky.
bas.t.....idge, Ky.
Crofton, Ky.
Pembroke, Ky.
On g Doteale renews your subecript ion
to the Witegie New ER• for one year
DoN't Bokeow the New Eit• when
you can get it a whole year for only
$1.00 with ticket in our $1,000 drawing.
Subscribe now and get it the balance of
this year free.
Wit °rune any paper in the world
with the New ERA, cherper than you
oan get it otherwise. Call for club pri-
ces.
eeveral times more. Before he re I abed
his victim Corrigan took lir. hi uriford's
pistol from his pocket and walked away
witis it The cause ot the assault is
supposed to be an editorial published
in Ilse Tinos on Nov. 6, in whicli
Corrigan was unmercifully scored for
his attack time previous flay on Thomas
Mosier, a Times reporter.
--tee -.
A colored letter carrier has been
arrested in Memphis fur stealing wail
directed to the Louisiana lottery.
chiFlo rTecifi r
astoria
Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer
the world has ever known.
Chas. McKee & Co.,
-DEALERS IN
Staple and Fancy Groceries, Farmer's Hardware,
Seeds, Produce and Provisions,
/text Door to Rossell's, 103 Malta 'Street, H•pkinsv ille,
isir Goods Delivered Free to all parts of the City.
tit strt:17:P4":144gialisHinvYatrd minas
to five dollars in • kubar t'oitt. and
at Ms ant Plait hours experience in
a at-rat ands ILI III. Mftrol• that It
banty a better protection than moo-
duito netting, red oniy feels chagrined
at tieing so betty Liken 111. 1111t a.so
leels If tt,1,11 not look ezaetly lite
aak *sr " FISH BRAND" SLICIER
*MON bavethe rasa guar,. 'cod for descriptive callow...
44444+ 444 
• 
litettl-rtittr4.4.1 1ervios(not oil.) a garment that will luary
T
bon dr) In ZA• aerdeat storm. It Is
Caned loath's Flail BRAND
" fILICItElt." • name familiar to every
Cow b.y.; over the u;..1. With theft
the 0.6, p rt. ct W ,nd end W
Coat i• • I /over s "'soh brand a"1=!C:
and i• r. If your atoregeeper
olioorta Bl161011.. MAWR,.
7-!. ....÷4.+4++++4?
Change in Business
Being desirous of making a
change in my business about
Jan. 1, '88, I have determined to
sell BOOTS and SHOES for the
next sixty days cheaper than
they have ever before been of-
fered in Hopkinsville
NOTE THE REDUCTIONS.
Ladies' F. K B. Shoes $4, formerly $5.00
Ladies' Cur Shoes 3.50 " 4.00
Ladies"i': " 
2.50 " 3.00
Ladies' 2.00 " 2 50
Ladies' t4 1.50 t • 2.00
The best $2.50 Boot in the world.
M1101011'S1100 StOr0
No, 3 Main St., Hopkinsville, Ky.
,••=11•1111.
GrF
CLARKSVILLE, TENNESSEE.
Large Assortment, Low Prices,
"STT01:2.1C
Pure Kentucky Whisky
ZVI 43 CIA 4:3111E4.1 X:wax.ripcsies42,6s.
Any one w no Wants 1 pure Whisky fur prirate or medicinal lute can get it from GEO. D.
MATTINGLY ik CO., Wbsile•ale Dealers, Owen•borts. Ky., at juices rangier
trout II 30 toll 00 per rum. Orders aent fhb. firm will meow" oresnet and careful attention
We All want
wco-sres.
Rubber Dolls,
Wood Dolls,
China Dolls,
Bisque Dolls,
Doll Bodies,
I >oil Heads,
Games,
Watches,
Horns,
Mechanical Toys,
Balls,
Ten-Pins.
CS ea,iaclie.s.
French ( 'reams,
Stick,
Chocolate,
Marshmallow,
Cocoanut,
Gum Drops,
Fn. nch Chocolate
Haystacks,
Nongatines.
Bon Bons,
Caromels.
FEVETITE5.
Oranges,
Apples,
Bananas,
Lemons,
Grapes,
Pears,
Figs,
Raisins,
I >ates,
Sultanas,
Citron,
Canned Fruits.
Imported Preserves and Pickles, Canned Goods of
Lunch Goods, Cakes and our Celebrated Cream Bread.
all kinds, Nuts, Jellies, Sardines,
7_ =I_ Sz Co..
adgersterteareeseeseMeereeeigasregetrieserefellerePeeseveroitae I
KIRK'S
H ITE
55010
The only brand of Laundry Soap
awarded a Ant class modal at the
New Orleans Extmeition. Guaran-
teed abselutely puns aud for general
housseteld purposes is the very best
OAR
•
ott's Pills
FOR TORPID LIVER.
A torpid liner d•romagoe Use so bole ay*.
tem, amid produces
Sick Headache,
Dyspepsia, Costiveness, Rheu-
matism, Sallow Skin and Piles.
Mere ts no better remedy for lbw*.
Plissimson d Dieser* thee Tatra 1.1aer
rut.. as a trial ant prose. Pelee, 24e.
Sold Everywhere.
Sufi Hawkins &Co.,
Respectfully in•Ite the •bit•itig public to their
Tonsorial Parlor
•IR CUTTING,
SHAVING
CHANT0012461.
H•111.-DTRINU,
BOOTBLACEINQ amen
Hair Dressing
Dose is the very bestatyma. •ssiated
Jones wad I. H. Jones. AU
Polite ased Skillful Norbert,.
Don't torget the plate.
Ith street adteaming Expreas Oftes
CALT HOUSE,
LOUISVILLE. KY.
The Finest and Largest Hotel In the City.
- -
Males 112.50 to 14.00 Per Day,
etw,rtling R001110
Turkivio and Hos-ian Bath* in Hotel,
Sotth Intuky
HOPKINS-VILLE, KY.
38th Tear Session Begins
Tuesday, September 6, 1887,
A FULL CORPS OF PROFESSORS
AND TEACHERS IN ALL
DEPARTMENTS.
The Course of Study Embraces
ART, SCIENCE, LETTERS, ENGI-
NEERING, NORMAL, COM-
MERCIAL and MUSIC
Both Aram. ielmitt to Me Study Hall and
Recitatien Rooms. This itt• school equal all
reepect. to the be-t. Yousg ladies Board witb
the President in College Building Yousg gen-
tlemen in pri•ate bundles. Price of board.
moderate For further particulars. catalogues
Etc. address JANES E. bC0,1111ET,
eresideut.
Or Prof. IN. L. caracoles,
vieee.reoeso•we
Combined Wrth Groot liefriediog Power.
Tlisi ARK T  Lanett KIM
As LIGIIT
•
And htr softiies. of esduranee to the eye ileasot
be excelled, enabling the wearer to nwill taw
hours without tamper. la fact, they are
PERFECT SIGHT rawaaavarra.
Tagil:imolai* from the leedlog physicians is
the UoiRm stays ran be rives "tau hail their
eight improved by their use.
ALL EYES FITTED,
Anti the rit Guaranteed by
H. B. GARNER,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
These Flames are not supplied to peddlers at
any tince A.M. HAIN law.
Wholesale Depots ATLANTA, GAAUSTIN, TRY
BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES.
liorliaci Litt LODGI. NO. 51, A. r. • •.
Fairleigh, W.
Lodge meets at Maeonie Hall, 1rd mon
Thompson Block, drat Monday utght seek
month.
ORIENTAL CHAPTER NO. 14., G. A. H.
Thomas Rodman, H P
Stated convocations Id Monday of each
month at Masonic Hall.
MOOR): COMMANDERY NO.11, E.. T.
Sr. Kt. V. L. Wsdler, C.
Meets 4th Monday in each touroth at Masoaie
Hall
ROYAL ARCANUM, HOPIElasVILLE coU11
cIL, NO. 514
R4.1. Landes, It mot.
Meets bi and 4tb Thursdays --esah mouth at
J. 1. Landes' office.
1110A TON COUNCIL NOICHOSIN FBI [Nisei
Lipettne, Chief Counselor.
glifte44, at I. II 11, F. lid and 4th Monday is
each month.
CHRISTIAN LODGR, NO. Os, K. OS H.
R. II . Anderson, Dictator.
Meets let au 1 ard Tues.:1i) in emelt larn• h at
R, . nilensoa,a
IV kkGREZN LODGE. NO. IN K. OT r.
James Breathitt, C. C.
Lodge meets the NI and 4th Thursdays in liv-
ery month at I 0 0 F. Hall.
ENDOWMENT RANK, K. or P.
L. K. Oat Pree'l.
Meeta 3 1 Monday in every month at It bf
Anderson.- Hall
KNIGHTS or THE GOLDILICCit088.
V. W. Crabb. N. C.
Meets the Ist and ltd Fridays in each mon
in basement of untherlatod Presbyterian
church
ANCIIINT ORDER OF UNITED WOKEIllaw.
W. H. Lee, M. W.
Tame of meeting. NI and 4th Tuesdays at Mc-
Casty, Ronte
GREEN RIVER LOIRIK. NO. it, 1. 0. T.
5. s. aldwell. N. G.
Mecte ,very ilay night at 0. tit. F. flail.
ISERLI ENCAMPMENT. NO. II. I. O. 0. II
F. T Henderson, C. P.
Lodge meets lst and lid Tuursday nighta •t I.
0 0 It .
ORDER OF THE IRON HAI.L
John Moax on. P. J.
Meets Lth dt ineadav in each month at John
yi.oRk,NtE `.4.0 27, DAUGHTER,'
Ot REItt:KA.
Meets itrd Monday night •t 1. 0 0. T
COLORED LODGES.
UNION BENEVOLENT 80CIETT.
Meets let •nd Id Monday evening in use
month, f l., o'clock, at their lodge room, M•in
street, second story over Hooser and Overshan-
er's building. R. McNeal, President; Ned Tur-
ner, Sec'y.
FREEDOM LODGE, Nil. 9. r.
Meets 1st acid Tueed•v nights Is PosteP's
Han. Coen street. E. W Ohara, W. 'M ; L. 8.
Buckner, Secretary.
MUSADORA TIChIPLE, NO. SE 8. 0111' Y.
Meets Id and 4th Tueedays in each Month in
U. B. r. 'fall PoedelPs block Court street
Augusta Momen, W. P; Carrie hanks, D. r
Retie Casty. Secretary.
HOPKINSVILLE LODGE, NO. 111105, 0. r. G.
OF O. T.
Meets anti Monday sight* tat Homer
awl otershiner's Ila Main street. t barbed,
Jesup 5. 0; William 1:ray, V. 1.i; K. . Glue.
P.14; William ( Ian N. E.
IIITSTIc Ion?, G. N. 0
01, F.
Meets lat and tird Wednesday nights et eeeb
month. Silas Johnson, N. Ci; C K.11411M r.
1,J
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T H 14', NEW ERA.
-PUBLISHED BY -
New Era Printing and Publishing Co.
St A YEAR.
FRIDAY. DECEMBER 16. 1887,
To Subscribers.
The date with your
name printed on the
margin or wrapper of
your paper shows when
your paid subscription
expires. If not renew-
ed, your paper will be
stopped on the 1st day
of the month succeed-
ing that date.
.1 IT tt) 0 CletU.
Mi., Rath t .per , 4 , I 8: t ,vig Rey. A. C. Bid-
dle.
Mr ..t., Idesi le, if t.tneagO. Sac in the i ity
Finlay
L. Steiudid, t f Ohl ago, ill . ',lent Tuesday
in the city.
Frank Ferauson, of Pembroke,w as in the city
ors weal.
!leery Clever, tit 11‘ wit nem. Ppeut , s. unday
is the city.
Jeff Gar 041, of Longview, was is the city
W etints.lay.
Bernard Weil, of Paducah, was in the city
14 ethers lay.
Miss tl:a W hittaker, of Casky, m as in the
c, y Monday.
C. N. Raves, of l hristian county. w as in the
city Tuesday.
Miss leery Chilton. of Pembroke, spent Thurs-
day is the city.
Miss Limit Owes, of Church Hill, spent Mon-
day in the city
Mrs. Bronaugh, of Pembroke, .rent Wednes-
day in the city
Leslie Hewitt, ef Buffalo, N. Y., was in the
city last Sunday.
N. J Eraser, of Clarksville, reeirderetl at the
Phenix Monday
Mies Dee Combo, of Bowling Green .is viniting
Midi. Flora Trier.
Mr. Jos Blumenthal, of Cincinnati, was in
Dm c fly Thursday.
Mrs. Geo Pierer and daughter, &lie Lula were
in the city Monday.
Mrs. R. C. Jameson. of Pembroke, spent
Thursday is the city.
Mr. W H. FOIWOOd., of Cincinnati. ii., was
in the r ity"Thuraday.
Mir.* Annie Jonee, of Picot:woke. is the icce,4
of Mrs. D. F. Smitkein.
D C. Whittisgbill. of Owtasboro. reg.stered
at the Ilitimix 1 nesdny
Alr.Jame• Wood and lady, of Howell Static IL,
were is the city Monday. ,
Miss dissie and Sammie White, of New-Mead,
were in the city Wednesday. .
Mrs. J. C. Tateod t larksvi le, but formerly
of this city, rc tufted hum( Frof•y.
tit bier 
 
islet. Mrs R. A. maws.
Mts. Bettie Va elan. of Fairview, iil the
good
Mrs. S. W. Frown sad Mire Ells liky e. of
South I brie ian, were in the city Wecleeei y.
ler. it S. Dulls. i f Morton's Gap, was in the
city Friday to be presest at the meeting of the
directors of the I reccens Ml dig l ompan/.
M Jot W Logsdon. fornmely of this city,
but now roamer ticket 'gent at Henderson.
spent a few days wi h friends in tte city this
week.
Rev. D. C. McNair. or Albany. N Y , irks in
the city 1% eenesday, the guest of Mr D. S.
Davison. The distinguishetl divine left Titirs-
day for Louts'. die.
Day light Robbery.
1-hmael Hord. a poor, hard-working
color ii mats. had his house robbed Fri-
day afternoon. While in the city with
his wife polite unknown man effected an
entrance through the window of his red-
Hence on the Butler road near the Rep-
lete, Red Stole $55 hi silver and a pistol.
Tile robbery was discovered about three
o'clock p. m. The occurrence wee re-
ported to the police.
Syrup if Fits
Maioitin•tured only by Hie 1.;AlitOrIlia Fig
Sy rue vo., an Francisaeo, Cal., le .N a-
ttire'. Own true Ls:alive It is the
mnsatesamily taken and Use forest pleas-
antly effective reniesiy known to i-lesnse
the system when bilious or costive; to
dispel headache*, colds Mitt fevers; tay
mire habitual constipation, indigestion,
etc. Few aale in 50 cents anti $1.00 bote
lee by Fl. B. Gisrnsr. Honklnaville, Ky.
The bireat Holiday Sale
of Metz a Timothy, advertised in this
isane, will attract genersd attention.
The attractive features of the same are
valy many and truly great. A visit to
this large eatabliabasetat will convince
any own that the opportunity for profit-
able investment Is at band and that the
"leaders and controllers of low prices"
are "still in ihe ring without the
slightest daragurement. While the band
still plays and the procession -continues
to move, the perchaeing publk- who are
tusking at the head can always find
Metz & Timothy "there or thereabouts."
New Firm.
The Rithmoud Whig announces that
limisra. W. 1. Townes & Co. have pur-
chased the leaf tobacco commission bus-
mimes. of James R. Edenton of Rich-
mond. The senior member of this firm
(Mr. W. T. Towne,) is well known in
Danville anti all who know him are
aware of the (set that he is • Wan of
businese, upright and straight Iti all
advises, and well worthy the contidence
of the trade. Ye local editor congratu-
lates him in hie (sew connections; and
feels immured that his knowledge of the
"weed," his strong financial hacking
and his great personal populat icy Will
win success/4 -Danville Va. Register.
weseste---.
Caught la the Gamest.
About two weeks ago two overcoats
frstolen fromthe front door of Pyealtini t and no clue to the thief was
foetid until Friday morning, when Mr.
Bob Green, clerk for the above firm,
c
et Pig Green, colored, wearing one of
e missing garments. The matter was
at once reported to the police and the
neer° was arrested. He claimed to have
bought the coat from another. negro,
but was nevertheless jailed, to await
trial. "Pig" is a gentlenian of Dial.. 
odorousreputation, mid will no doubt,
have some difficulty in producing the
man front whom he "bought" the over-
coat. Tibia would be an excellent time
to send "Pig" to the Peuiteritiary for
the longest term possible.
Tbe Municipal Election.
The annual election to select a city
attorney and a board of councilmen was
held last Saturday. There was a great
deal of interest manifested and at times
no little rxeitement. }Loire Ferguisot,
was elected to @tele ed Ithroelf, receiving
400 votes. The councilmen reeleived
the following number of votes, reSpect-
Ively : E. P. Campbell, 531; GO. 0
Thompson, 411; J. M. StArling,, 518;
Alex Gilliland, 517; A. H. Anderson,
346; Omar Brown, 411; D. R. fleard,
VI. Those who were candidates On the
Citizen's ticket received the following
numbs r of vote*: J. M. Ilowe,, 164;
F. J. Brownell, 15te and J. G. Hord,
162. The complimentary votes were,
J. I. Landes, 9; S. E. Trice, 40, and J.
D. Tyler, 4. The old hoard was elected
with one exception, A. Ii. Anderson
being substituted for Mr. S. E. Trice,
the latter having repeated that hie
name be stricken off the ticket. The
board Is now made up of five Republi-
cans and two Dennocrate.
--ses•
The Popular Approval
Of the efforts of tile California Fig Syr-
up Co., to present to the public an
agreeable and effective substitute for the
bitter nauseous liver mien:Agee and ea-
thartice formerly In tree is as gratif)ing
to the company as It is creditable to the
good taste of Elie public. 'rhe large Rod
rapidly hicreseing sale of Spew of Figs,
soul the promptly benificlal efti-cIe tat a
single door are etnivIneleg proofs that it
Is the te• it easily taken and the most
plesetandy effective remedy known.
For vale by Harry B. Garner, City
Yharmac
Venal *ocuettige.
--
The bd..ycle Is preparing to
winter quartets.
It is no uncommon sight te see drunk•
en men upon our streets.
We saw uhre men tinder the ihtluence
of hots:tit:ants last Sunday.
Honest goods, honest workmanship,
honest prices at M. D. Kelly's.
See the great display of Christmas
goods at Howe & Galbreath's.
They say that the street railway-
well, we will see about that later.
The crazy quilt mania threateus to
make a lively run in HopkinevIlle.
There are two nod-class gambling
dame ILI this city where Ivory chips are
used.
go hit°
Three recleeiastes were at the depot
Tuesday to catch a glimpse of the
"beauties."
Many improvements in builditig are
guitsg on, givitig an impetus to the city's
attractive-in 85.
Quite a Lumber of first-class social en-
tertaitimeets are oat the tipta tur the
holiday season.
Delightful balls anil etnertain-
memo (men the leiiing featured iti so-
cial circles now.
Rev. J. N. Preetridge has moved into
one of Miss Sallie Wel/ace's; cottages
on Maple street.
Ise-us Grove church, in this comity,
ill be the scene of gay testivillee
ii urit g Cliristums %telt.
Attention is called to our preferred
local column in this issue. Some rare
inducements are offered. Read care-
luny.
A eeltiNtlee SALE of drugs, books, &c.
at Armiatead'e drug stole. Goods going
at and below cost. Cali and examine
the stuck.
The fire department refilled the old
fire cistern near llowe'a jewelry store
Monday. 1 lie water was furnished
Irons the river.
Lawyer Harry Ferguson who was
burned out last Tuesday now occupies
rooms No's. 1 and 2 in the Kelly block,
on Webber street.
Have you seen the beautiful Busiszsx
WARS at Howe & Galbreath'e? It is
simply elegant and just the thing for a
Chrietruas present.
There are fifteen colored preachers in
the city. Only about one-third preach
for a livelition d, jet the y are b 1/
ettlpt froth taxation.
Marlow Jultuson sold his house and
lot, on south Main street, adjoinitig the
Dr. Armstead reeitience, to Mrs. Nennie
L. M.. Kee tor $1 500.
Now is your time to have your pic-
tures taken. Cabitset, Photographs re-
duced to $3 per di zeta at Amierson's
Gallery. Conte at oho*.
Medieel Ste
Dr. Camp-
bell will read a pipet on the suFject oh
treatment of Apoplexy."
As soon 18 a wt man gets a new bon-
tiet dist distances all competition, it is
retnarkeble how quickly her lady trieude
discover the dews in her character.
Mr. - Hammock red M i.s Geergia
Bush, of Roaring Springs, were mar-
ried VVetitiestiay afternoon at I o'clock
at the residence of the britle'd toothier.
'the widow and daughtera of the late S.
5 Higgins, D. boot Philadelphia, have
presented to the Posh) teriati church
at Elkrots a hateltome bible.-Tobecco
Leaf.
Stafford, the Chirksville officer, re-
ceived a $50 check Sunday upon the de-
livery of his prisoner to the jailer. It
Was the county's reward and issued by
Sheriff Bind.
Col. Al Clark, one of the attorneys for
.1. J. Here, toward out to Judge Win-
free Tlitirettay morning, $227 e4.11 as pay-
meet for the four indictments specified
in the ceuipromise cases.
The Christian Couuty
cit•ty meets; ii. xt Monday.
Mr. J G. Davis soil Ida farm, stock
and Implements 1 hurts lay to his two
sins. Alex and Jim. 1). Davie, for
500. The farm consiets of 140 acres ly-
ing two miles from the city on the poor-
house road.
Geo. V. Thompson, K. M. Flack,
Ftobt. Withers, Dudley Ware, J. S
Ragsdale, of the Hopkinsville Tobaeco
Board of trade, attended the breaks at
the Exchange this week.-Clarksville
Totmeco-Leaf.
The display of lit itellitela W•RI ill the
show WilidOW of Howe & Galbreath's
Jewelry Palace is the great attractiou
on Main street now. Lovers of "bight
art" cannot fail to admire these beautiful
yid rare goods.
Scow one charges that Shakespeare's
father could not write his own moue;
but that's nothing. It's these chaps
who write some other II1811'8 name that
eltould he held Cip to public scorn.
Writing wasn't fashionable in those
days, anyhow.
The most beautiful stock of Chriattuas
goods ever seen in Hopkinsville is now
to be found at Howe & Galbreath);
"Jewelry Palace." Watches, jewelry,
diamonds, &c., at prices lower than re-
liable goods have ever been sold for be-
fore.
Mrs. Courtney's school at Concord
cloeed last week. The pupils of the
school, assisted by some young ladies
and gentlemen of the neighborhood, in-
tend to give an exhibition and have a
Christmas tree at Concord church on
Christmas eve.
Mr. Lou J. Beauchamp, the renowned
temperance orator, who was to :nave de-
livered a lecture in this city Dec. 12 and
13, wired a gentleman here that owing
to the seriouts and sudden Illness of his
wife, he Was compelled to cancel hie
announced engagement.
Rev. S. F. Gibb, who recently organ-
ized and took pastorial charge of the
Universaliat church in this city, is at
present engaged in a revival at Decatur,
Illinois, the city of his residence, but
will return in thee to fill hie January
appointment at Hord's Hall.
A prominent gentleman of this -city
Informed our reporter that lie was in
receipt of a letter from one of the largest
and most conservative bankers in New
York City in regard to the investment
of a large amount in Hopkinsville. The
gentleman who writes is well known in
all the eastern money centres.
A steam engine has been invented
which does away with the steam chest,
governor ball and several other things,
among nom the etorimer. If an ex-
plosion ever takes place there will be no
one to swear that he just tried the
gauges amid the boiler was half-full of
water.
Backed by the faith and enthusiasm of
a people unexcelled for intelligence and
sagacity, with a tributary territory rich
beyond conception in all material ad-
vantages, llopkinsville can look forward
to a future grander than any predicted
by even her moat ardent supporters-
that is to say when we get the°. V. and
avatsr-works.
Not a great while ego Hotel De Long
contaltied a prisoner-a tramp-who
bad three scars from bullets, two bruises
from clubs, 'even fresh dog bites and a
black eye, and yet, Mr. Long says, he
kicked vigorously about being put Into a
warm room where he would.heve plen-
ty to eat and find perfect rest for the
next sizty days.
The friends of Mrs. Bettie Boveland,
an aged lady and the only living aunt
oh 0. S. amid C. M. Brown, lia log near
Crofton, will be pleased to learn that
she is convalescesit. Mrs. Rowland I.
perhaps more widely known than any
lady In mirth Citriatirin. She le the only
hieing member of a family of ten chil-
dren, all of whom lived to the age of
trona eighty to a hut:mind years.
Moe Henry (_' IVsiler, tiled suddenly
at her home near this city Siturilay
morning and was burled on Sunday.
The maiden name of the deceased was
Crutelideld, and thits most estimable
lady's sudden death bee cast a gloom
over the entire community.-1'renten
con Elkton Progress.
This is tough on wothesa, but our
friend Col. Al. Clark is not to be con-
tradicted : "'flue woman who heats a
kettle of water to boil, and then lifts it
off on the fluor and goes up stairs to
whitewash her bed-room ceiling, leav-
ing the baby to sit down in the kettle,
is always mentioned iii the papers as
terribly griet-stricken at the funeral."
The Misses Venable gave a 5 o'clock
tea Monday evening in honor of Miss
Wornach, of Richmond, Va., the guest
of Miss Stark, of this city, to which was
invited Miss Wheeler, Mites Stark, Miss
Pt ince and Miss Clark. Later the party
was increased by the present* of several
gentlemen, and the evenitig Was moat
delightfully spent.
There was considerable debate at the
polls Saturday between interested voters
as to legality of Parker McComb's vote.
The diecusalote waxed warm. The law
on the subject reads: "All elections tin-
der the city charter by die qualified
voters of the city, alien be Ciro roce:
Proroled, taat dumb persons entitled to
suffrage may vote by ballot." McCombs
was not i tax payer.
A drunken tailor named llocktIns
turned filineelf loose on Franklin Street
Sunday afternoon, end It looked for a
:le it. if the riot set would have to be
read. As mend, theft! was not a police-
man] about, and it required a most vigo-
rous and prolonged ringhig of the bell
to get one. The belligerent was tined
$12 and cost yesterday morning-Tobac-
co Leaf.
NOTICE.-All persons ludebted to the
late firm of McCanty,. Route & Co., will
please call and settle their accounts,
those having claims will please have
them verified and tiled. Persons want-
ing bargains in vehicle's of all kinds
can get ChM; a large lot to select from,
office at the factory.
GEO. W. GR•VE8,
Assignee McCamy, Bonte & Co.
The police force, the owners of the
property, the law and order club, yea,
the citizens generally-, are respectfully
invited to attend "foe of charge," the
daily matinees and the:eightly carousals
in the neighborhood of this office. We
assure you, gentletneti, we have high
old times swum] our way. Cotne around
to see Us f•onie time and bring along
your families.
Our friend Mr. IV. S. Davison. the
coal dealer, owes our local reporter a
bushel of (oat. It t-arne about in this
way : "We never liesird of scales having
a name; but, by the wily, why (eight
we to call our cales artibtiell ?" With
our hands on our "bull-dog" we an-
swered, "beatific this y are'slweya lying
in weight." We never wait. ii to hear
what "'might have be-en" Mr. Davison's
solution of the question or to get the
coal promised for an answer.
A petition is being circulated among
the men-haute of the city a-king the
city couticil to ievestigete the MA t.-1- of
the police takiros active pert in the elec-
tion. The petition his the signatures of
some of the foremost hodines+ tnen of
ilopkineville, many of whom voted for
the old Board. A strong pressure will
be brought to hear on the City Conned
iii order to have the retire police force
supplanted.
'INC NEW ERA IRE): for one year with
ticket in the drawing to every person
who will get us up a club of five new
subscribers, at only $1.00 a year. Get
us a club and renew your subecrip-
tion.
"Pig" Green, clutrged with stealieg
a couple of overcoats' from l'ye it
ten, was brought tefore Esqr. 'nook),
Monday morello/ for a preliminary
hearing. C. II. Bush represeeted the
acetteed, andelle L. Johneon prosecuted.
The evidence µhittersi was sufficieutly
datuagieg &Act° warrant the court in
holdirig the prieutier over to 8[1886er be-
fore the grand jury 'wet March. In de-
fault of a fixed bail, Green was remand-
ed to jail.
Dan Horton, colored, liad the misfor-
tune Ttreatlay afternoon about 4 o'clock,
to lose Iris hones`, near the old fair ground,
by fire. The building, a one story frame,
and its contents were entirely coestimed.
The loos is estimated at about $1,000.
No insurance. The origin of the fire
was supposed to be from a defective flue.
'the old man was left in a destitute con-
dition. He was upon time streets yes-
terday sppealing to the charitably dis-
posed.
Mary Locket, colored, caused the ar-
rest of two reputable busineee gentlemen
of this city last week upon a serious
charge. Friday the case was up befere
Judge Brasher. All available space
In the city court room was occupied,
even the street steps being utilized for
standing room. Everyone was con-
vinced that the whole charge was
trumped up as a blackmailing scheme.
The came was submitted without argu-
ment, and the jury vindicated the
dignatit parties charged iii the warrant.
Mr. R. M. Anderson, tin' jolly Sixth
street grocer, has secured a "mascotte."
It is a native coin from the islatid of
Borneo and was found In a bag of pep-
per which Mr. Anderson was grinding.
The coin is a one-cent piece. On one
side is "1 cent Savawak 1886 " On the
other is "C Brooke Rajah," which be-
ing Interpreted means that the coin
came from Sarawak, the priecipal city
of Borneo, arid Colonel Brooke is the
Higlivockolorum of Paid city. Mr. An-
derson values the tied very highly and
will religiously preserve ,it as his uses-
cotta.
Just a few days before the capture of
John Skinnier, the notorious outlaw,
Officer Stafford intercepted him on the
platform of the depot and retnarked:
"hello, pard." The desperado made
no reply but walked away, apperetitly
unconeelous of having'been spoken to.
The officer was not positive lie was the
right man and for prudent reasons did
not collar him. While the man thug ac-
costed was in realty the fugitive crimi-
nal, Mr. .Strafford expressed a belief that
had he attempted an arrest there would
have been a tragedy then and there, ow-
ing to the desperate character of the
no an.
•
CluntwrIand Lodge, Knights of Py-
this*, of this city, is in receipt of an in-
vitation to attend in a body the institu-
tion of a new lodge at Bowling Green
Monday evening. The occasion Will be
made noteworthy by the presence of
lodges from Louisville, Owensboro,
Hopkinsville and Russellville. Forty
odd members; are to be initiated. he
visiting Knights; will be tendered all
elaborate banquet and will be otherwise
generously entertained. A good dele-
gation will go from here. The initia-
tory ceremonies, owing to the large
number of candidates, will commute the
greater part of one night. It is regarded
as singular that a lodge of Knights of
Pythias has not heretofore been eatab-
Hailed at Bowling linen. It is there-
fore euggeettel in thia cortnenAlon that,
as a mark of distinction, it would be In
order to confer the degree of Wise Men
upon this hew lodge. U. R. J. A. Jo-
seph controls the 111 itter-Clarkeville
'Tobacco- Leaf.
I d en d No. 3.
At the regular semi annual meeting of
the Board of Directors of the Crescent
Milling (o., a dividend of six per cent.
(51%) was ordered to he paiil otit of the
net claming's for the six months ending
Nov 30, 1887, and the pante payable
Jati'y. 1st, 1888 at the office of the com-
pany. R. H. DitTaiviLLii,
ii•C. and Treas.
Marriage Licenses.
The following marriage lieetetes have
been betted this week: Nenion G. Bra-
sher to Mrs. Eliza C Bronaugh; P. N.
Atictwk to Jennie Weaver; W. It. Ran-
sum to Eliza Ftlipla; 11110 118311111110ek
to Georgia It. Bush; Dan Hanbery to
Lizzie Pankey.
The Dudes Know it.
Or if they don't they should know
that Rangutn Root Lielinent cured Big
Head in mules for W. E. Hunt, of
Adairsville, Ky. J. II. Mallory, of
Fort's Station, Tenn., cured his hop of
blind staggers with It. In tact this
King of Lininiente is invaluable for man
and beast, and no family should be with-
out it. Sold by all druggists.
THE NEW Eit• Feet, from now 'till
Jan. 1st. to all new subscribers who pay
$1 00 for next year. Renewals also
$1.00. Every subscriber gees a ticket
in our 'eel drawing. Don't let your pa-
per stop, and ask your neighbor to sub-
scribe now. •
PREFERRED LOCALS
X.A4E5Eaclis .Z1L11.
M. I). Kelly is not only recognized as
the "Bose Jeweler' in this city, but also
as a Mali of extraordinary good taste.
An examination of his silver and plated
ware, %Vetches, Clocks, Jewelry and
Diamonds will prove the above. Ills
stock of Christmas goods are of the rich-
est, and hie prices-well-upon compar-
ison, you will find they are lower than
any hottee in the city.
The Devil ip Stirrups.
Call at C. E. West's
and buy a Domestic for
$25.
The Place.
Williams St Elgin still ileac a full sup-
ply of all that Is lace and dainty for
Chriettnas. Don't fail to call and leave
your order for seything you may woe).
A large audietice aetembltd rat DEc 1st 1887.. T. U. Mass-Heeling.Christian t•hurch last Sunday aftertiooti
iuu obedietice to a public atitimincement We Have Been on Top
of the W. C. '1'. U. society. This society
was organized by Mrs. St. John, the
great female temperatice advocate. The
rusee-meethig was opened by prayer,
after which Rev J N. Prestridge della,- Read, remember, take aklvantage ut
ered an appropriate lecture on the tem-
perance question. The feature of the
evening was the lecture of Judge IC. 'I'.
Pence on "Local Nerds."
es-
"As us the bud int with an envious a orin,"
so is many a youth cut down by the
gnawing worm consumption. But it
can be made to release its hold and stop
its gnawing. Dr. Pierce's "Golden Med-
ical Discovery" will if taken in time, ef-
fect permanent cures, not only In con-
sumption, but in all cases of chronic
throat, bronchial and lung diseases.
The South Kentuckian.
Mr. C. Al. Meacham, editor and one
of the proprietors of the Senii-Weekty
South Kentuckian, has sold out his inter-
est in that paper to hie co-partner, Mr.
W. A. Wilgus, the change to take effect
Jan. 1st 'SS.
Mr. 31eacham's reason for severing
hid connection with the South Kentuck-
ian is on account of his health. His
recent trip out West was for the view of
locating in California. Mr. 31eachani
entered the arena of journalism when
quite a young man. He was freali front
college and inexperienced in the news-
paper bushiese, but soon displayed pe-
culiar talent for his new labors at ii in a
few years brought his paper up to a high
antedate' of excellenve.
31r. Wilgus is n young gentleman of
tine business qoaliticatitioe, and has had
some experience as a writer. The fu
tore 'emote of the paper still be -po-
nders!.
Parbyw Prophylaetic Fluid.
Use it is every sick-room. Will keep
the attnonsphere pure, and wholeeonte;
removing ell bad °storefront any source.
IV ill destroy all !disease Germs, in-
fection from all Fevera and all Conta-
gious Diseases.
The eminent pity eician, .1. Marion
Sims, M D., S'ew York. Ma) F : nth
convinced that l'rot. Darhys Prophy-
lactic Fluid is a most valuable dialtifet-t-
ant."
PREFERRED LOCALS.
My etock of Candice, Froth Free-Stone
Fru he, and Christimts gooda can me be
surpassed by any lu use itt the city in
prieea or quality. Call slid examine.
A. L. WILSON.
HrioNolintc
VIRGINIA STREET
• GROCERS,
Family and fancy
groceries of all kinds.
Hay and bran for
stock food. Free de-
livery to any part of
the city.
Bulk Oysters
fresh every day.
Tons of Toys
And Christmas goods
at A. L. Wilson's.
A. L. Wilson
has the largest stock of
Christmas Goods in
town, and he is selling
them cheaper than any
house in town.
SANTA CLAUS
Has established hesdquarters at A. L.
Wilson's this year. You can fluid any-
thing you %alit for 30th rug or old. Find
come, first choice.
SILK BEAVERS
And Felt list Shapes at cost at Mrs. M.
1. Rodgers'.
-A FEW OF--
BASSETT & CO 'S GIFTS.
DOUBLE 11/11titEL BREECH Loa DINO SIIOT
Gus.
ilaistleome Cut Glass Ware,
Smoking Sets,
Cut Glass Fruit Bowls,
Large Handsome Dolls,
Boy's Sleigh, '
t 'oiler Mill,
Hatideotue Coal Vase,
AO' Tray 5,
Pn1811 Odor Casio',
Brass Cuspidor.-s,
Trains of Cars,
Caee (handsome),
Toy Stores complete,
Santa Clads.
Fancy Box Paper,
Barrel Flour,
Butter Inieltee,
Plug' Toilet Cartes,
Plush Cologne Stands.
Fancy Colored Glass Pitcher,
Boy's Express Wagons,
Cut Glass Cologne Bottles,
Shovel and Hoe,
Ilemtnered Brass Card Receiver,
French Tops,
Match Safes,
Brass Drittne,
Whisk Broom Holders,
Horse anti Jockey,
'Foy Kitchen Cousplete,
Umbrella,
Fenton Thermonetere,
Blankets,
Comforts,
Large Leader Hulle-Eye Lantern,
Lewes l shE FINICTRUNK.
Also other use il and ornamental gilts.
See whitlow for Misplay of gilt's
Remember we make no charge for
them. See asivertieenient, this paper
for further particulars.
BASSETT & CO,
"Wreckers of High Prices."
llopkinsville., Ky.
OLVEY
The Jeweler
will give you a bargain in Diamond
for the holidays!. Come NOW and giv
him a chance to holdall him with Dla
mond goods at 10 per cent. above th
wholesale cost price. You will find i
to your Interest to call and gee befor
purelianting elsewhere. Come early an
give him time to fill your orders and you
will save money. Consult him first an
'duo something.
A long time, now we
tumble through the
bottom.
our great SACRIFICE SALE to make
a clean sweep before the Holidays-
Note these Rotil-st's-itig prices, compare
them with those yoo ha Ye seen *lid thole.
oflered by others for same 'otitis, and
maybe not so new am ours.
tAll, ENTIRELY all, our Felt Hats, no
exceptions, at :sects.
t All our Velvet Hats, no exceptions, all
f nem go, 50 eta.
All our Felt and Plush mid Felt and
Beaver Combination Hats no ex-
( ceptione. 90 ets.
All our Silk Photh-Phish and Beaver
Velvets and Straw Combinations. for-
mer price $2.50 to $4,00, now down to
I $1 25 to $1.75.
k Every Misses Felt-Plush-Velvet
- and Straw Plain and Combination, 
down to 25e. 50e. 75e. and $.125.
y All our White Wings for Sailor Hats
f IS ate each.
Ladies and Misses Straw Sailors 25e.
Felt Sailors, Black, Blue and Light
1 Colors, all down to Wets.
All Fancy Feathers cut down in
f proportion to clean up Stock.
All Phial, Velvet, Astrigans and in
-, fact all our fine as well as cheap Hat
( Trimming@ cut down in proportion.
We will also sell
every Wrap in our im-
mense Stock from this
date on until all are
closed at prime East-
ern cost NOT including
carriage.
Remember my word
is here PLEDGED to
fulfili each line of
above,
N. B. SHYER.
MRS. R. I. MARTIN, Mg'r.
Hats at Cost.
NM flOW Me stock of SILK
BEAVERS and FELT HATS at cost.
Mrs. N. E. Rodgers.
H, B. GARNER, Prop.
TH CITY P!ARMY
Is always in the lead.
This year it has one of
the handsomest selec-
tion of Christmas goods
ever offered to the pub-
lic. and at prices that
cannot be duplicated
by any house in the city.
Call and examine be.
fore purchasing A full
line of Stationery and
Toilet Articles at aston-
ishingly low prices.
For Rut 1888.
A farm of 130 acres,
near Gracy Station;
good land, plenty of
timber, comfortable
house and outbuildings.
About 60 acres for cul-
tivation. As it is late
in the season we will
rent to good tenant
very low.
For Rent.
2 cottages on South
Campbell St. Price, $15
per month.
For Rent.
A dwelling with store-
room attached on cor.
2nd and Liberty streets
Price $15.
For Rent.
2 store-rooms on 9th
street in the Hord
block.
For Rent.
A dwelling on South
Campbell street, 4
rooms. Price $10 per
month.
For Sale.
We will sell a bar-
gain in a dwelling on
N. Main street, large
lot, modern roomy
house, in splendid re-
pair, terms easy.
Fire mid Tornado I Illatiratice w ritten it,
nrst-class Companies', and prompt at_
tention in case of loss.
Negotiating Loans a specialty with
us.
We rent liotusee and collect rents, and
par taxes for turnoresidente. Come on
see us if you want anything in our line.
Callis& Co.
Main street. Post.-office lu ill hug -
JO B WORK
atly rad promptly executed at
T13.1iss 4:10111c,aeo
OUR
tereiGo Gallagher'
Unloading Sale
Is still on. We are so very busy and rushed
that we haven't time to write, but keep your
eye on us for next week.
Respectfully,
M. Frankel & Sons.
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FOR CHRISTMAS!
The finest Florida Oranges, the best Louisiana Or-
anges, the finest Jamaica Oranges,
The Purest old Tennessee Whisky,
The choicest New York Apples, the best Messina
Lemons,
The Finest oldSherryiiiiRtheFillestoldPonWiile
The finest London Layer Raisins, the finest Persian
Dates,
The Best Brands Champagne Wine,
The finest Layer Figs, the best Turkish Prunes,
Old Jamaica Rum, Old Lexington Club Bourbon,
Bass' English Ale, Guinness' Dublin Stout, and
TEN THOUSAND OTHER GOOD THINGS!
AT
3FL T.7 .131. 10T
Corner of First and Franklin Sts.,
CLARKSVILLE, TENN.
SOMETHING NEW.
Just received some new parlor
suits, which are the finest, hand-
somest and, at the same- time, the
cheapest set ot furniture in this city
AT
Gossett's store on 9th street, just
back of Phcenix Hotel. Receiving
daily all the newest designs in Fur-
niture, plain, fancy, fine and cheap,
and
GOSSETYS
you will find is the place to get bar-
gains. Why? Because he is a new
man and wants trade. Because he
believes in "quick sales and small
profits." Call and try the new
FURNITURE STORE.
STATE COLLEGE of KENTUCKY
TOBIN CO.,
Morclunt
EIGHTEEN PROFESSORS AND INSTRUCTORS.
Agricultural and Mechanical, Seientific. Engineering. Classical, Normal School, Military
froth., comaarreiai and Preparatory Courses of Study.
County Appointees Received Free et Twined. Fall Tara begirt REPT 14,
INT. Fur Catalog ue and other information address
J AAA, it. PATTRA/111111, Pk. P.. Leairagtea, it. 
•
Opera Building, No. 108.
Elegant stock of FALL and WINTER Suit-
ings at Lower prices this season than ever.
Newest patterns, latest styles and perfect fits
guaranteed.
Pictures, Frames
ANDARTISTS' MATERIALS.
A full stock of Books. Stationery, and school Supplies. melon by mail promptly attiliti1•0
to and satisfactios guaranteed. t 'seance% house lathe coestr7.
Maim &If SU
41.• LeuTirCiDir,
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CHESAPEAKE, PHIO
—A N
SouthosimR.R.Co
Tbe Southern Trunk Line through the
VIRCINIAs
-TO-
Webingtcn,
Baltimore and
E a stern Eleobora
Cities.
-TH --
INFANTILE
SKIN DISEASES
• Our oldest child, now in • sears of age. a hen
an infant Mx Montt,. old uttis attached vi ith
'mukluk inalignset skin dues., Ad ordinary
remedies fai mg we Ca11041 our tawny physician,
wino attempted to cure it; but le spread with
Shand letredirle roplutty, moil the lower
portion of the hole feliow's pen, u, trom the
eattidle of bui hack down to I is knees, w es oue
solid nob. ugly. painful, blotched, and mati-
nee& W• had no net at night, no peace ny
day. Fisail) we w er+ *iv ore to try the
a • kestoies The efteet was simply mar-
vel,. . In three or four weeks a 4-omplete
ellVe vi ma wrought, leavit g the ittile fellow's
serum as white •ti I healthy as though he had
'weer owe attacked In my own ..... your • al-
e•ble re-meets,' saved his We, anet to day lie is
a strong. healthy eh tut, p. rfectly well. o rept- -
loom sr the iltee• re t *vine ever oceurred.
KO. II:SMITH,
Atey at Lis and ex-Proe 1,111sed 0.
•cs: J it cot. ugaist Aehlasit,
Direct Route
New Orlene,
-A ad All Foists .2-
Arkansas and
Thousands of Children
Are burn into the world every il•+. with some
warmed,* affection, +itch as milk crust,
head, weft. er worn eff, eine itevelop into
an asoisistagoesema,th• burniag. and
dosIgurstioe ol which •te Illd enilmiged
I torture relate progwrly treated,
To litemphis, , Ss in Beautteer. ai d a sinsie applicationvi arm bath 
with rTiel ea heir. eX-
I of Ct R the bit eat Skin Cure, with &little
uric r Kesel. \ us-v. the New Blood runser.
are often pli Mr lee t 10 arre+t the peogrese of the
dewier, and isiin, to a speedy and permanent
cure
lisonc. DO moth r ho loves h r children alio
tater. price Lheir (Want!. runty, health. and
in bestow tag upou them nebild'sgreateat tither-
itance,-• .leip Without a blenush, and a betty
nyurtslied by pure IdCalth.-4,110U1,1 fail to make
tfial of the uTict IA 1E011 antis.
Sold everywhere I'rdets. crew UNA. Ser.;
Seise. Ma; Iliasot• Ler. $1. Prepafed by the
POTTNIt LUIGI AND lilindlc•L CO., Boston.
Mass.
&lead f• r "How to Cure Skin Diseases,"
s ions and 100 test inooials
 
 - -
se.si p preserved and heauti•13o.by ...bylUTICtSA Illitne•TEDSO.r.
Texas
Through Ttokela are aow on Sale,. Call OS er
eddrimis
B. F. MITCHELL,
ties' Pass. aid Ticket AO, Leuuvine, Ky.
. TIRIE,TABLE
Ouniera Nathille RAI. Co.
SOUTH BOUND.
Mail Mixed.
Leaves °antihero 2.40 p, 6:00 a. m.
Leaves Central City 611p. ea. 9111 a. m.
Arrives at ileasellvIlle sa p. p.
Leaves ItassalltIlia  . 111.1111 a. to.p.
Arrives al Adalrrills . II 00 a. mp in
AtinTil
Leases Atiatttille
Mettle 1111411041111
Leafs* Nisaelitille tel. at ie. iti
CF1 1411014.41191401210 i4O I, hi rt. It
T A Bit I omo•"14.
thisestomPl, 141fo
GUS YOUNG
N_
HAIIDWARE!
GUNS!
AND CUTLERY !
Pistols, Thin ?acid,
Hunting Outfits I
Iron, Wagon Timbers,
HORSESHOES,
BELLS IND ROPES !
Gear! Street. eee• Plinten Ba".
Hopkinsvillef - Kentucky.
to%
N1A9
BEAST!
Mexican
Mustang
Liniment
Sciatica,
Lumbago,
ihosinstlan.
ism*
BEMs,
MIKA
1111m,
Ilseissas
Bsaisis.
CORI.
C-rILT M rEst
Scratches.
Spraitiw
Ilth11111,
Stit:hes,
fWfJoixts,
Backache,
Osi:s,
Sorsa,
Cracks
Contracted
Muscles,
Eruption;
Hoof Ail,
Screw
Worms,
Swinney,
Saddle Ga.1,1a,
TIBB OOOD OLD STAND-BY
accompany for nem Ming exact .y whet
Oar la eits se staa viseasna liar the great worobortir •
as lbaltaag Lialmett Ihe found In ita imi•ersa
Ireereody needs, ich a med. des
The Leatherman newts ti Cade a &eel lieut.
The 1{011.01,11h wads it f...r icneraltamils uss.
The f•nalstr am& 11 for his teenaged Ids mem.
The Meebasie meek It aldre)9 011 his work
beach.
Tb• miner Norden In ease of emergency.
The Vie nee r needs tt--cee't get atone without It.
The Farmer needs 3 In his boose, ...bit..
awl his stock y .r:
The Steamboat ewe or the now twa•
It In liberal supply a1..t.t awl ashore.
The Horse-fancier needs It-d is ow.
friend and safest rellsage.
The ensick-erewer It -It w1:1 *Ice nor
Ilmintn..11 aa.1 world at truistic.
The Sal I read man ro,disit and will need It at,
mina Els life is a mend seddenia and ct-Lczert.
Isie Harkwoodessan meads ti. There te,th
Madam it as se analdose gee the dancers to
Drub and mutton sleek eustranind the pioneer.
The Direchunt needs a &tout hie store atiiont
his employees. Aceildests will happen, and whet
times wraiths dustaag Liniment is waomil r • once
SON) a Bol s le l• the Huse. "TO the Lust ot
OIMODEI
Keep n Hattie Is the Faceory.
ate tn case of s.vistent niers i•ain arid tow of wa,;,..
Keel, a Bottle Alwait• Irk the' Able f
whe• wa•te•
Ow New Store, whittle we now 'recopy,
hag aboeit 3 acres of Floor Spa...
0
The BEYER/IP Gil IDic. is
Mooed Sept. mad March.
reek year. ser 364 pages.
RS a Ills haelsee,with over
3,3430 tihastrattosis a
whole Pletare Gallery.
tourvita Whalesale preen
direet as eonaw.wees on all geode for
peritoneal or family am. Tells how to
order, and gives exact eon of every-
thing yea wee, eat. drink, wear, or
have ran with. TIseee INYALCABLIE
BOOKS eoutahe haelsratatiom gleamed
from fhe markets of the world. A
copy seat vfileat upon receipt of
afb eta. se dasy sirens, es' neclisag.
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.is 4 111-114 Anchises Atelier. Clideasest, DK
FRITZ BROS.,
Livery, Yid ad ale Stalle,
Ninth St., Near Depot,
llookkurrIllo. • - Itantsoky.
HOCIIY SMI ACHIM!
.t chins Sides and Beek. hidne•
and Uterus.* Pains, him, mane, nci•lic.
Seur•Igic. :Sharp snit Shooting Pains,
retie, o, one minute by the Cuticura A nti-
Pain Pleader 1 he den and only pain-killing
plaster. le rent...
should be and a tow wafts Mare oOtiftoement
Send tee book " To MOVEZES," mailed free-
• •Ita•arreLn Reetruiews, Co_ Atlanta. Ga
STEEL, STEEL, STEEL.
'Thai C.7.elat'l-atesci.
Deorillg Stool Bider,
The Strongest,
'The Simplest,
The Lightest Draft,
The Simplest Knotter,
'rhe Moot Dureble.
store of them sold ttuin any other Binder in
the State of Kentucky.
THE CELEBRATED
EXCELSIOR WAGONS.
DEERING MOWERS
Have no &luaus.
We hare a full stock on Lend of all Slid. We
warrant every wagon to give perfect satisfac-
tion or refnua the money. Buy your agoutis
at Mime where the warrantee is so•at.
We Iliew have in eye employ as foreman of otir
wares and machine ilepartment. Mr. G. W.
Gardiner. of arneleburg He; thoroughly un-
derstands repairing all kinds of machinery and
wagons, /Lc. We wish to call •iteation that
our Laciiitiee are such that we can repair yonr
separators better and tor less money than an
hale Woe. Sewl them In early so can do the
work before harviset
Barbed Wire,
Pumps,
Belting,
Harness,
Grates,
Lime,
Mantels,
Hair,
Cement,
Plaster,
Mixed Paints,
White Lead,
Linseed Oil,
Machine Oil,
Oil Cans.
Our stoek is complete in all departinenta
Pricsa a o be relied on a. beIng low.
Fortin gt. Bro.
liteir
401r
SitiEli LIMP.
tme ?oldie t'ery family 1.1.,
th"relia .t tto.n thrworninio y hoops
ttessetinrir-11%• gram tor epee.
tir 711.1 14:71elaP4/Irf4d. laff‘P Vt11144 di
daddhol41 Send free
iliatrated Circulars to
FOISMSE& NoMAIUM,Clactinsto.
EVAJNIOVILI.1 dB 1:•111111N11•011 Dert• P•erzin
The Light Draught Steamer
10" -A_ IT IC E
.1. B. THOM Pni„IN 
itl. NASH.
1 except Sunday, at 8 (*clock, a a, m•king sore
' erniasetiour withal, 0., A N. RI IL
, Returning, lea es Cannelton daily at 1:10 p.
t a., Sunday excepted,and Oweashore at 9p. a.
A BANDIT'S NE:1VE.
- -
La Hour with Vistlites on the Night
'Before Hid I.:Xeres:Ion.
Erseresizioryier)ce..
Wedding at Cacky.
A writer in the San Fca•sr.,ei E magine • ,
recut' IP the han -ink in te71, of Tiburcio :
astpieL, a Moxican brignlid 'nil, had rob- 
t hl , Int% 13 -Th. le
PRESS COMMENTS.
CLIMEL•ND's ME.1841411t.
- Cincinnati Enquirer: It isi winder-
Atood thou the president's message will
I be heir heats peeking a given point.
w as a
boa end slaughtered e eh his a Cut' r 
ettal`te:1310:tk,Zil
thmats petnes of sett em and trave!eint. fun. all -rig ei,e iiitrai•filig piert:es
Sheriff Adam:, aftoceenril tumid Ted in ;itieu oz the, it ; he Ind Mr. N. D. Brasher Mrs. Eaiza
sAurpizi:sendt:ylet a
party of Pan Frane'sco re- .
ja 1 the night 
C. Buil align. loth lesItients id' tide
'Fht• bride Wore it lovely etui•ume
porters into the San JUL) 01'1711.1 rile gre•ti albstrcte, cloth; Ille
before-the execution. groom _the 1,411erlItithintl 1..tiit Bey.
As Vasquez stood thece, one hand on the „ „ pi-Theme(' the
arm of his eha:r, the newspaper in the ueurle"tin 11).111•11).iillprtlealve style.
other, end showity; a conrleirit interest atter II e tiers limey those Wm.
in the efforts of th. bust ing deputy to lent were invite by Mho, Broiningli, the
find teats foe his gn • .ft, I% wie, far front
ferniiiishie in npoeuiii ie Ihosever ter-
rible be may hav3 .tr Ai wliett, shotgun
in hand, he rod+ up to th • itlago coaeh, or
the waylaid liter th A I mid:: traveler or
the isr ranch sv:tn his clatter.
lag, oriininal cavalry behind him, as ready
b!,,,iw out in a:nt and cat throats its tO
take. plund.r. he was now but a short,
broad,shoultiereil, dark-skinned, pleasant-
faced mexieno, w,th nothing whatever
forbidding about him: Indeed, his man-
ner was en ;tieing.
The fe!low -watt a eentivman. He showed
It net only in h politeniii,s, but in the cool
eniurage with whicli Ite •t1 detadful
"21 would rather tit'k o: to:nothing else,
it Is ogrmmlile tr yod, gentlemen." he
eeitl. when the r •pi irteri fel to besiness,
an 1 questione him ab nit t ie state of hls
mind.
"I am to be bammt to-morrow. Very
well. I don't it. but I have no choice.
Se•i?•'
And he shrti.“ed
812: i`Doied. you feel
pfaotret.?:. solemnly
etVell, that 110.4 11 Nt much matter," be
enswered, ; a cLar. ”While I
never killed env Myself, I ifwrmitt
my Inert to do so, atui .n tho eye or the law
that Is the tame thin ; I suppose I de•
wry. what is goine to happen. Sinco I
can a‘,1 help myself I sin content."
Eia English Was n d neariy Ili good as
thit, but it eva, not to Lee as nii attempt
to render hie Slex OCeent iii print
y• uelsul:b%iltie.;•1 in a h..fii•ea:t 3r !" asked
the solemn reporter,
''Utn-ile you!'" he a ,IP'd return, his
black eyes twineline.
Thr solemn rot orter erinn...41, and so did
Vasquer.
"The priest haf been lices. 11, says
there ie ,ther *nrlil. 110 IR a emu' man
and belleve.It. Very wet', I do not know,
'MG" Refine dr, "1 III ti Christ lett, tie 11
bay. Wool, Will pirol-on eetttloo.
Mello If I ash poi to NIA About outwitting
silorithan Molls I nut hIsti Ifs yell(
I like OttitilliiiiVt The %so ether is pleat..
Sliltiio.lksseliteit Multi %It visite tilos I %tit%
poi •alinateid Pestle to ullet,
like tine whu while sway+ the
draegiug hears, lie lia I admit feurtveg
of them left,
The nine's face was soon* and firm,
/le Was ill the prime of life, and in per.
feet health. tempi had been proved
in many a leo oly eget, and .if by murders
Ing all his visiters it would have given
him one chanet In • thou,and of escape,
that chance would have been taken, and
God thanked for it. As it was. he smiled
eurdiallyeiand accept-el the inevitable with
manly composure.
Iii4 politeness was inexhaustible. The
tow.heedemi edito - 0' one of the local pa-
pers came in, greeted him with a ler;ster-
out hilarity 'tweet at Once cheer the
condemned and display to the metropol-
itan journalists his superior intimaey
with a celebrated character. The editor
actually time • copy or his paper from his
pocket and, with the remark, -1 suppose
yoe want to hear weat I said about you
to-night," sat dowa an I read to Vasquez
three solid columns .aboat his crimes the
preparations fur th • banging. and a
pliaute descriptioe of the gallows, with
mention of the othtr criminals who had
svfhPie41.1:1ePr.forn ittatice apialled the eallous
reporters, but Vasquex bore it in silence,
without a wince or a frown,
Sheriff Adam. appeared, and ths Meg,
lean retired into the shadow with him,
They whimpered together, itn.1 the sheriff
seemed to be trying to dissuade his charge
from some purpow. But Vasquez was
resolute, and the officer retired with a
deprecatory showin 4 of his palms.
Soon there Walt a tun:op:Jig of feet with•
out, the key turned, and the iron doors
were thrown open. clanging. •Two men
bearing a coffin, and followed by a black-
coated unaertaker welt a man- of trestles
in his Land, canes in. Th.3 coffin-a fine
one, studded with ailver-headed nails-
was placed on the trestle+, sow tbe brig,
and, cigar In teeth. stepped up and in,
spected it witb • lively interes% He half
squatted, and ran Lie hand along the
51‘"leitoa too short," he said, witty surprise,
looking at the awed undertaker, who as-
sured him that it was all right-that it
'Mould be measured at the top, not near
the bottom.
"It's high," cried Vasiefez, eith a wave
of his hand, pleesetl the onality of the
coffin, which hail been provided by his
friends. lite unilerieker thintglit he re-
ferred to the lid, which was ioduil.KI. and
said that it nits the fathion te make thorn
that way.
"Oh, he doesn't mean that," salt1 the
lokal editor, scornfully. "What he means
is that it's nift v."
"Vem, niftv,'i agreed the Mexican, glanc-
ing gratefully at the Pan Jose journalist
far supplying the right word. "Yes, yes,
It is nifty."
He put his han I inside, felt the padding,
pressed the iittle anil, with an up-
ward flirt of his c gar, observed:
"Well, I shaft sleep there very well for-
ever."
He turned away toe ord his chair.
"Devil take me, Vasquez, if you haven%
nerve," exclaipied & reporter, admiring.
ly.
"What would be Lie use of being ths
ether way?" h • said, calmly enough, but
there was a sharp thri.I in his tone that
hinted of the agony in tht caged man's
heart.
On the morrow he stalked out into the
sunlit jail-y aril, climbed the steps of the
scaffold, ;.-,az sl indifferently at the gap-
ing mob of men beli,w, threw a wistful
glance beyond the wall. at the blue hills,
on which he bad ridden on many a fray
with his cut' lireats, arid then gave all his
aiteintiott to the glia 'fly bus:rids. of the
niement.
They sought te Jiibutf-on his coat and
cc, lar. He waved th ta aside eolitely and
did it himself. Ile assist id the hangmen
In adjusting the strai,is and rope, glanced
down t-.) see that his feet were precisely on I
the crack, kissed the crucifix held out to
him by the priest, and bore hinvielf with
patience. while army nver him •
white shroud and placed on his head and
shoulders a great black hotel -1 am
retch.," he said, 3.e enely, eosin.c his eyes.
Aud that wits t'ete last of Vasoues.
o wee- - 
N. J. Wright, Erie, Pa., Evening
iIera '1, used re-ru-na alit' Miateet-lin to
put srtutre on lila (mt.
.T.4
.411;1 ; oni
_ • „
I • I
' Invalids Hotel and Surgital Institute
Staff of Eichler:1 I s ir. rlt•ne.-41 .4sad P.1.111.
fel isheawiesu. sad isa iireous.
ALL CHRONIC DiSEASES A SPECIALTY.-
Patients trewted °rut their Many
treittoi at hoinc, through VOrldmienitit'llcd,
auccessfuliy Us if here In person.  • aud
nee us, or wind ten c.ints In edampe for our
"leaded.' Cisiete-Book,” which J40,131111 l!lirt•Ic-
ulars. Address: Worti.D's IniseANS SHY MEDI-
CAL ASSOCIATION, 01Z Muhl N.Y.
For "worn-red," "ran-down." debilitated
echool toucher's. milliners. kettinst Fos hitlIRC
ki.ehm2, 1111d overwork( d women, ercnerelly.
Dr. Piercs.'s Favorite Pnacriptloo la the ladr
011:11 rost onit tee tonics:. It Is not a "Cure-all."
but admirably fulfills a :Mork-new (if perpooti.
b-ing a nowt potent Spoeille for all those
Chronic Witiknesere and Diseases Isl.-tiller to
Womon. The temtment inf many I howAnda
of such cruses, at the Trienillitn* flotel and Sure-
teal Imo a qt., liws afforded a hew expel-Mimi
In adopting remedies for tle•Ir coo-, nod
Or. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
Hasager le the resuit of this vast errorionc.. For
 meek. Internal roetigeetInee. lostansmeatlea
and uiceraelou. Is le a !Specific. It
, is a powerful ernera1, it ne uterine. Sortie
win leave levaturville f CSODOISOII deny end !terrine, nod Impurts • Igor and ato-ogtl,
to th.• whole ayetem. It (41111.3 Minim of
stomach, inee seem. bloatInir, weak tack.
hermits pewit net ion, exhitinultin. didillity and
eleepbeini us. in either Rex. „Favorite Pm-scrip-
non Is SOW by druertrints mirky oer pusiltve
guarantee. See wrapper around honk".
SCSI'S T TI/di 0 •lb.
Leaves Kvansvitte . ea. tn. sharp
Leaves 0 weaaboro.. 6p. se . sharp
, SUP fer Mud trip as Suaday, hilt ate
I stares wareheae 1 by the steward
IsTlzisa ear "'is& sane.
IEUEVX91310MIL•
Female College
ha teams aad niacin are asi good as any is Hopkinsville, Ky.iceased sad asiptis ac- sillow• Headache,
a roomy buggy alma* , Dizzi nee,. consuls*.
. The Fall Teem win open on MONDAY, AU. Ilion i ,,, a i ge lie I on.j OUST re, Is. ka experienced faculty, their- and illIiona-Assacks;fvskonatrivalos and terms as heretofore, For eontptly cured by Dr.
' Filrst Class leraimas era, iii age. aiiir udenualea Gallon or addreee • eels Pleasant
Bad clue Cul Arles:N. .1. ft. MICIIIT.. bre Polies.. c1
1 Hepkirsaullo Ns mute a vial. by Druggist&
PRICE $1.00,
Beadle oonta In Metope fie Dr. Pk rce's large
Trestle. on Inst... tif liM
pimer-eriveredi. Addrien. WouLti's
tier AfEDIC.S1, AP01444.:1AT11/111, WU:Mule 1-tri it,
Buffalo, N„ y.
se
Plitt
• •
his sho litters and
that you deserve your
reseed the d illemt re-
x,ax, c:cs LITTLE
1.0alizi.W. LINTER
urtak. \va
ex‘ets Pius.
ANTI-WWI 41 Bald CATHARTIC.
SICK HEADACHE,
fair lessee's of the 01•44,1•114111. lot the din_
leg natio lore RII pitrI001. al .11 ele-
gant 1414I.IIII• I pilleifol ti.r the yucanif
At lislt plea friar 1.e gto ids ile arted,
leaviog men• g to I Widlles cotigrat•
illatii ti. tor the harpy I Sir iipon ,,,,,
the lunar is oprhii.g 041 brightly. The
bride hem hnig beim a reeldent of title
locality, is leatlieg inder reciety
and toted by all who know her. The
gremlin Is a leadieg luerehatit here, pep-
tiler with all, men of sterling
ties end imeinefts ability. As if to make
the omission to-day a Wore nit-pit:lona
'me, the sun shone forth with
origliti.ess from early morning mid
. very otie edified the netittieht "tile:toed
be tie bride whew the sun eltitie8 on,"
and Oita this may be hut one of the
teeny bleeeinge ehowe red 11111.111 1114'111
hOtil through a long anti happy life is
the earneet iell Of
01.0 IIKENES-EY
One lap (ito mother's) for the well
biby tiat time. About 700 laps ot the
bedroom floor at night for the happy
(?) (seller unless lie li It' a bottle of Itr.
Bell', Patty Syrup to ease the little eel
ferer.
A constipaied habit of the bib ly rod
all of its pereicious ettexte are quickly
removed bv 1.sxador, the great regula-
tor. Pi ier only 25 cebte.
Croftou Notes.
EDITOR N Kw ERA
1•1101,10N, KY , I) 4'. i2 Lee,
colored, a bitterer oti the railroad here,
fell from the luttid ear reeeriely and wee
run over by it, Ile wits working the
lever mei riding Intik ward when the
brakes of the ear Were suddenly applied
end Jon enii thriven 01T, Ile
Retool alight uuthtu$ or.
114o.oldr lite Waal' Ills Prop.
ihoi sit a non 11161,koilltli lOoop oorilooist
rierlt 4 Croft's 111'11{440o,
well-Undo whored
termer Hear hens, 'Overtired to tell We
pentonal property the pith hist.
Benton lirowis lois begun work as
deputy assessor Assisting Mr. Blaine
to Satoh the work lit tll-tr let Nut 3
George 1.4,•kliert has rented the John
H. Drake imillneas and dwelling Moire
in our town mei w ill take charge of
Jentiary 1st.
Will Martin, one of the powder drug
men of our town, went to LouiivIlle re-
cently on bushiest; and to visit relatives.
Prof. B. E. Taunt an fariPly have
gone to Cerulean Springs where they
will make their reeltience.
K. J. Enentinger has moved to the
ilweBing house near the , vecated
by John 11. Myer*.
James Crebtree has cold a farm near
Collier"' bridge to E. C. Perker.
I learn diet Frauk Lacy, of Kelly,
has been promoted to the foremanehip
of a seetion on this division.
11r. and Mrs. A. Cook, frnii Bow-
ling Green, are vielthig reletives end
friend'. in anti near town.
Did Yea ever
W. II. Revels, , Baltimore,
Md., says: "I have been in he practice
of medicine for over eighteen years, but
never hive I seen the equal of Hodges'
Saraaparilla. It has worked miracles
here in curing Rhetunatirm and Scrof-
ult. Have almost co:ne to the con-
clusion that eannot practice without
it." Sold by all druggistr.
Croft.. Letter.
Editor New Era:
Ceorroe, KY , Dec. 13.-Ilon. B. T.
retree Was here to-day conveying land
situated neer Nlannington.
Sam Putman, from White Plaine,
spent Saturday anti Sunday ith the
families of 'Stoke Icekhart and Walter
Seatea.
Douglae Davis cut down a post-oak
last wet k that °mashie] a small hollow
arid the hollow wee a bone of a sheep's
leg. There was no hole to the hollow
and how it got there was the ni3stery.
Rev. Mr. Cole organize' the Orthodox
Union Sunday-school here Sunday that
will meet at the church at 9 a. in. each-
Sunday. The old Union Sunilay-school
meets at p. m each Sunday.
Mr. Ben Myers, front Matiltow, le vie-
iting relativet; here.
M r. Miler Laiiee mei-Heil last Sun.
day te 34101 Mary hiller, near Empite.
Rev. A. C. D tled the nuptial knot
Mieees Mattie and Leira Q du-
nk Ilarkitia, Ida Long and Myrtle West
entered Profeesor Beecham's echool thi•
week.
Louis Yatee, colored, fume' strip-
ping hie tobecco, two perfectly devel-
oped leaves with ot.e etre' growing ie
the center, the smaller tibree branching
out in each leaf as if there were two
leaves and two stems.
The Sunday-sehool exhibition here
Fritlay night, the 23rd hist. prowlers to
be an intereeting entertainment.
C. A. B.
Brace L p.
Yon are feeling depressed, your ap-
petite is poor, you are bothered with
Headache, y011 are fitigetty, nervous,
and generally out of sorts, and want to
brace tip. Brace up, but not w ith
etimillants, spring medicine'', or bitten',
which have for their batik very cheap,
bail whisky. atel which stimulate you
for an hour, end then leave you in
worse condition then before. What you
want is an alterative that will purify
your blcood, start healthy action of Liver
and Kiiineyr, restere your vitality, and
give renewed health and strength.
Seth a medicine you will tied in Elec-
trie hitters, and only 50 eente a teethe at
Harry IC Garner's City Pharmacy Drug
Store.
-we- -
A maul giving ter aame .10e Est-.
hart ham been arrested hi Delianapolle
for rairing a motley order from $1 to
$80 and peering it on a tirm. Poeta!
authorities say that the same scheme
hue been worked by him in a nuniher of
other cities.
A fler Three Years.
W. F. Walton, of Spritigfield, Tenn.,
ae)Ft : 'el have been rufferieg with Neu-
ralgia in my face and head offend on for
three }ears. I purchrsed a box of
Dr. Tanner's Infallible Neuralgia L'ure
and took eight of the pills. I have not
felt any aymptortis ot Neuralgia since.
It gives me pleasure to recommend it."
Sold by all druggists.
The stable_ of Bowerman Bios., located
at the fairgrottittle, Lexington, has been
destroyed by tire. Five head of horses,
valued at $10,000 were lost.
.....--
Coneuniption, Scrofula, General
Debility, Wasting Diseaitee of Children,
Chronic Coughs, arid 1/14)114111t1.1, call be
cured by the use of Scores East•tstoe
of l'ure Cod Liver Owl with Hypophos-
phites. Prominent pliyalciatis wise It,
and testify to its great value. Please
reatl the following: "1 titled SCOW*
Emulsion for an obstinate Cough with
Ilentorrhage, LONA of Appetite, Emacia-
tion, Sleeplessness, &e. All of these
have now lett, and I believe your Emul-
sion has saved a case of well-developed
ConsumptIon."-T. J. Fortner, M. D
Lone Star, Texas. "I have for ervera
years ueeti Scott's Emulsion, anti fled it
to act well in Coneumption and Serofu-
ula, and other conditions requiring a
tonic of that class."-J. B. Buition,
Valdosta,Oa.
• FART MAIL iileRVIcS.
Miloaiikee Seetinel: For the people
gi liere113, miteitle tif Bose! of Trade
pet IlIgiorts. all 'sidewise' And
e• g pet' it. 41 feet mail pert nes amuld probe
t; My do mute' more than a cheaper sys-
tem ol telegiaphy.
Cl."1 sitt .11.
coutrier-dotirmil : The tax-payers of
li-otititkt and r street; might find it
1;retiteble to otter a premium tor the best
ortoel .10-eobe. of le legielatIve sessIou.
It is aptutilehli.g lured an intelli-
gent ',praiser cell (violence, otice he Is in
practice.
n11001' HER UP.
Anterieati : The trouble In
the French Republic seems to be safely
anti emicebly adjusted. 'rise mutual
trectie the American Republic emu-
'ateliers at itoOn tO clay. The Fiftieth
citegress then shies Its castor into the
ring and commences to make history.
LACK Or DIPLOM•CY.
1.01110/ilk Post : Mr. Mills should
titter kept tariff Mil hi lila pocket un-
til lie got hie chairmahship. As it is, lie
liable to have the one on hie hands
anil lime the other. But, then, the cols-
gressiii in from 'texas 'levee WU bill'.
N Rh diplomacy.
'111111 AILIFY.
OM ilia II era1,1; To tinker about the
tariff is ime tiling. To reduce it radi-
celly, teke a burden from the people
by leasetillig their ti.XstiOli, to prevent
the heat.' up of en idle surplus, and
get t het already oerdesi into the clime
lids of trole-ill this is quite another.
the last whet rests (upon congrtets.
teus'e P•V.
New Y irk Stsr 'leery George
didn't drew wed in Chicegu. The ex-
pelages of bin two lectures left • large
le lit the 101111 resourees of the laeal
Anti-11,4141y &wkly. It may be that
the lug 114 of th Ittliteidilsill 1111.1 the
Wet VI fillet a the yews nr New yuth
"itate heel! tv11h the prulli
upon *1116%1 them le 0.
IIIN 1011116101,
Claktill61111 Iiii0114111101 Tlile result
11011 ) ear Ili deemed upon vory
row inergins, its ell pollee admit. 'Elie
vote in a lute Meted, p in the one
state tit New Yurk, *Ill deckle who wit
be pi rehleht tor the Cuttillii four ) ears.
l'u gain those sletee it will behoove
both parties to be prudent and to exer-
cise the greatest possible w:slorn In
matters of legislation.
• BANICRUI, If ALL YU111 LOVIL.
Fort Worth Gee ttte : The ease of ex-
Senator .10e...; of Florida: who became
a balikrupt all for love of Min* Peltier,
it a rail one. rsobahly every normal
man and every %omen-except, 01
course, our own NIery Anderson-has
fallen hi love any where from once to a
41. • oi dm. ow the course of a life time,
bet seldom hee the app.retit eapricious-
nee+ uf intuitIon-or whatever you may
call it-been so exemplified as In the
caws of this remarkable man with grown
children.
PLENTY OF FESSIOSel.
New (Melted Titnes-Democrat: De-
spite Clevelatid's niany vetoes the Pen-
akin !Wrest' has made during the fiscal
t ear, liaT, the best record ever known,
having Issued 112.3-10 cettificatee, of
which MAD I were origins', A year ago
there were on the penelon rolls, 365,-
783 pensioicere of all kinde; to-day there
are 410,048, and the increase keep up at
the rate of 2,000 new penelonere a month.
But good or bail as this rhowIng may
be, it is said that there is no doubt that
1888 will excel it, and it is thought that
we will have 500,000 people on our pen-
sion rolls by She end of that year, being
'tome five-fold as &natty as all the other
esthete of the. world combined.
What Am I to Do.
The ey miaow of Biliousness are un-
happily MK ;cm well known. The; (br-
ier hi different itelivIduala to sonic ex-
terit. A Bilious man is aeldom a break-
fast eater. 'Foo frequently, alas, he has
an excellent appetite for liquide but
none for solid% of a morning. Ills
tougue w ill hardly bear Inapection at
any thee; if it is not white and furred,
It is rough, at all eyenta.
The digestive syetem Is wholly out
of ortier and Diarrhem or Constipation
nia3 be a symptom or the two may a'-
ten:ate. l'Itere are often Hemorrhoids
hr even loss ot blood. There may by
giddieess and often headache anti
acidity or El ttulenee duel tendert‘ew It'
the pit of the etornach. To correct all
Ole if not IT, et a cure try Green's
Augest }loser, it coats but a trifle anti
thousande tweet its efficacy.
'Fite piling Ana!' who skipped from
New York AO tie two months ago with
110,000o( the government's t ,,,,, ley, leis
been located in la inelpeg. hie took
the precaution to change his at:curl:les
in Canadian money before lie arrived
and coneequelitly a ill not be prose-
cuted.
G deeds," once said the celebra
tied Richter, "ring elear threpigh
like a bell." One of the beet deed* Is
to alleviate Monet eistreringa.
fall my daughter was iti &chile," says
Mrs. Mary Ilineon, of Montrose, Kansas.
"And every body thought she was eating
Into consumption. 1 got her a bottle of
Or. R. V. l'ierct's 'Favorite Prescrip-
tion,' and it cured her." Such facts am
the above need no c011i went.
—es -*-
District Attorney Yurnett. in the Unit-
ed States court, basebeen offered a eaah
bribe of $20,000 to obetritet the govern-
ment the E. S. Harper-Fidelity Bank
care.
.04
A Fortune Lost atm Won.
The feet fits already been published
in flit V irginiati that Mr. '1'. NI Benson,
the popular chief clerk of the Old Do-
minion Steamship Company at Newport
News, was the fortunate witieer of one-
tenth of the capitel prize of $174.1,0(X)
the recent grand drawing of 'Fur Louis-
istia State Lie Eery. The press dispatch-
es lead it that W. 11. Landon, of New-
port News, had been the w inner, nod
there-by lintigs the tale ot how a very
rerpretable fortune was lost and worm
The particulars are as follows: A party
of five had iffilividuidly purchased truth
ticket'', in the November drawing.
Among the five was a youth named W.
11. Len Ion, atid the tenth of a ticket lie
pureliatted Was 71,411. Alter receiving
his ticket and holding it for wine time
lie thought there was more money
selling his ticket than in holding it, and
lie sold it to Mr. T. M. Benson.
Mr. Benson a regular subscriber to
the Norfolk Virginien, awl always looks
upon it am a welcome visitor, but never
more so than when he read lt the an-
nouncement of the lucky initubere 'in
the last dray:hug and saw that the ticket
be held, No. 71,411, was the one that
drew the first capital prize. Ile is a
married man, WILII lovieg wife and
two beautiful children, and he took iteick
steps to his pleaftant home, Kiel read the
happy annommement contained in the
Virginittii to his dear once. Mr. Benson
le a very practice! man. Ile placed Itie
ticket in the tharge of the Home Savings
Beek of Norfolk for collection, land
quietly pursuee the even tenor of his bur-
blew. Ile ha* been investing one dollar
a month in The Lou/elan* Suite Lottery
for collie years, and considers' that It was
a profitable Investmeht. He has been
the recipient of ninny letters and tele-
grams of coligrattilation from friends
throughout the eountry.-Norfolk (Va )
Virginian, Dec. 3.
Don't daily with medicines you know
nothing about,imt trust to Pe-rti-na,
whose value Is known.
HOW DO WE DIG OUR GRAVES?
We must eat or we cannot live.
This we all know. Bet do we 511
know that we die by eating ? It i.-
said we dig our graves with 01.i
teeth. How foolish this sound.s.
Yet it is fearfully true. We are ter-
rined at the approach of the cholera
and yellow fever, yet there is die-
ease constantly at our doors and in
our houses far more dangerous and
destructive. Most people have in
their own stomachs a poison. more
slow, but quite B8 fatal as the germs
of those maladies which sweep men
into eternity by thousands without
warning in the times of great ei
Jennies. But it is a mercy that. it.
we are watchful, we can tell when
we are threatened. The followiug
are among the symptoms, yet they
do not always necessarily appear in
the same order. nor Ere they always
th3 same in different cases. There
a dull and sleepy feeling; a bad
este in the mouth, especially in the
norning; the appetitt is change-
thle, sometimes poor and again it
seems as though the patient could
aot eat enough, and occasionally no
ippetite at all; dullness and slug-
giehneas of the mind; no embition
to study or work; more or less head-
iche and heavinese in the head;
lizziness on rising to the feet or
moving suddenly ; furred and coat-
xl tongue; a sense of a load on the
4tomach that nothing removes; hot
old dry akin at times; yellow tinge
n the eyes; scanty and high-colored
urine ; sour taste in the mouth, fre-
mently attended by palpitation of
he heart ; Unpaired vision, with
pots that seem to 'be swinnning in
he air before the eyes; a cough,
rith a greenish-colored expecto-
ation ; poor nights' rest ; a sticky
.1iine about the teeth and gums;
lands and feet cold ar.d clammy;
rritable temper and bowels bound
ip and costive. This dieeitse has
puzsled the physicians and puz-
zles theta. It is the commonest of
ailments' and yet the most compli-
cated and mysterious, Sometimes
it Di RR Nitialliftlythyll, some.
'imps Se iii'or Mid then
witio so malaria pvtli hoot tits.
atoto ita real nature IN that of
iinistlpitilliii asiddyspapola, It Wow
lito digamtiva goons And soon
Awls all the others through Os
ef11111411 MO pile/Med lilood,
)(tau the whole botly-illeltittibg
he unryous system—is iiktrally
starved, oven *lien there is no
emaciation to tell the sail storT.
EV.11'11410+ line shown that there is
put oue remedy that can certainly
cure this diseaise in all its stages,
namely, Shaker Extract 'of Roots or
Mother Seigel's Curative Syrup. It
never fails but, neverthe:ess. no time
should be lost in trying other so-
called remedies. for they will do no
{ood. Get this great yeirtable
vreparatiou. (discovered ener-
nurvie Win.)84" j/II hpuse-
:told wort' in (lomat:1y) tutil De awe
to get the genuine article,
Wits tie LIT SEVEN DOCTOR&
Shaker Extract of Roots or Sei-
gel's Syrup has raised me to good
health after seven doetore had given
me up to die with consumption.-
So writes It. F. Grace, Kirkman-
vale, Todd Co Ky.
HI HEALD oF IT JUST IN TINS.
"I had bef.ta about given up to
die with dyripepsin lien I fire% asw
the advertisement of Shaker jIlatruut
of Roota or Seii•1•1'S Syrup, After
using four hott.es I was able to at-
tend to my business us well as ever.
I know of eevered cases of chills and
fever that have been eured bv it."
So writes Mr. Thos. Pullum, or Tay-
lor, Geneva Co., Ala.
WORTH TIN DOLLARS A BCTTLI.
Mr. Thomas P. Evans, of the firm
of Evans St Bro., Merchants, Horn-
town. Accomack Co., Va., writes
that he had been si it with digestive
disorders for many years sled hgcl
tried niarir physicians and ntedi,
eines without benefit. He began to
use Shaker Extract of Root* or Set.
gel's Syrup about the 1st of Jan.
1887, aud woe so much better in
three weeks that he conaidered him-
self practically a well man. Its
"I have at this time one bot-
tle on hand, and if I could not get
any more I would not take a ten
dullar .ear it."
aroggists, or Address A. J.
White, Limited.. 54_ ''LVArr_ t.e At. N. Y.
Fraud has been diecovered In the
auditor's ottlee In Dubois county, Ind.
A review of the records for the past
sixteen years show fraudulent allowances
of $40,000 or more.
Begin the New Year With Weitlag For-
tu-s-ne•
In the city of New Orleana, La., on
Tuesday, ialwaya Tuesday) November
8th, 1887, the :110:11 Grand Monthly
Drawing of The Loulalatia State Lottery
took plat*. AS Id the u meant custom
it was under the eole supervieion of
Gen.'s 0. Beaureord of Ls.. and
Jubal A. Early of Va. ihere was sent
all over the world a golden shower in
otins from $150 000 downwards. The
First Pr;z t of $150,000 was drawn by No.
71 411, and was sold fracqoiwal parts
of tetalis at $1 each, setit to 11 A. lieu-
pude, New Orleans, La. One tenth was
pale! illelinel tilteeki and leoluttion
Pitikog-ki of Itoetote Mass ; one to Ed-
gar Bureett, Agent Adams Expert* Co.
at Jackson, Mich ; ole to Mrs. II. Ren-
ard, Sioux Falls through Sioux Falls
Nat'l. Break.; 'tee to Wei. Poed, of An-
aconda, Jima , through the Omaha
Nat'l limit of Omaha, Neb.; one to
Meeire. Gs,. and Graft, Orleans, Neb ;
one to NI. Kohn, Miwoula, Mont.,
through Missoula Nat'l Batik.; one to
Joe Morrison, Newport. Ark., through
E. Watson of Newport, Ark. one to
W. 141111011 of Newport News, Va.,
paid through Burnie, Ssn Co., Bank-
ers, at Norfolk, Va.; one to Margaret
Clark, No. 14 St. Andrews St., New Or-
iented, La. No. 00 3teS drew the Second
capital Priz•s of $50,000: It Was also
*old in fractional tenths at $1 each--one
to Wm. ',belie, amount paid to Neils,
Cal ; tO F. Wohltuirter of' Oelliem,
toot', Dalt. ; one to 1.1 C. Macon, Elwood,
Fargo & Co , both of Sall Fran:ibis:cod.,
Dak., through First Nat'l Mink of Mail-
Ind., through I itlzesis Baulk of N
ville, Lid.; one paid to Thos. R. Miller,
No. 1213 Lewrence st., Denver, Cut ;
on to C11114. B. Walker, linburg, Ill.,
through Geo. I'. Harrington, Esq., a
bauker there; one to Win. Arison,
Monongahela City, Pe., through Peoples
Bank of Nionongltiela. No. 70,113 drew
the Third Capital Prize of $20,000: It
W 1W also 10141 ha fractional tenths at $1
each : two were paid through First Nat'l
Beek of Nashville, '1.0111. ; one was paid
to .1. G. Iledriek. and another t t
Adamm, both of Las Vrg is, N. 51.; one
to I. S. Anderson, paid through Otualia
Bank uf Omaha, Neb.; oue to Felix Em-
rich of KM'S*/ City, Mo., through Citi-
zens Nat'l Bank of Kansas City. No.
36.468 drew one of the Fourth two Capi-
tal Prizeti of $10,000 each : out war paid
to E. A. Kaercrose of Piiiiadelphis, Pa.,
through Bernerd Gillet), attorney at
law, No. 717 Walnut St., Philadelphia,
Pa. No. 15,281 drew the other $10,000
Fourth Capital *old to parties in Mem-
phis, Teem.; Kansas City, Mo.; and Col-
orado, Tex., etc , ete. The next draw-
ing will be on Tumulay, January 10th,
186a, when it will all be repeats's'. Any
information will be given on application
to NI. A. I) tepid'', New Di-letter Le.,
or with money sent in • regleteuregti lliej tttirier
fAJ the Wicket' of the New Orleans Na-
Lionel Bank of New Orleans.
new year a ith a resolution to woo the
fickle &odder's-Fortune.
-wee--
Thoe. Doso, colored, Simpson county
Rhin anti seriteirly wounded an old man
named Wm. Holmee because the latter
would not swap_ao.olusfe._nders with him.
Don't run after false goods. Truet to
the healing virtues of Pe-ru-na, and al-
ways have it In the house.
A BIBLE READING, NO. O.
et Nazareth, “a Teacher Caine
From God."
As it is w rdrco, ' Jesus weld
all (Santee, Leavitt lig in I heir eytiago-
KU", and hill wo lit idp ughoitil
St ria, and e fullon ant at
multitude s people ; eterkglitutliiiel
multitudes he went up into. a  
and hie elleciplea cioce U111.4.1111111, and he
frught them " Ate ou oi en
"Ss) log, Blessed are tile poor hi spirit,
they that mourn-the meek-they that
hunger and thirst alter r glues/till
the werciful-the pure hear.-the
peacemaker.. 'I'm ey which ere prises:lie d
tor righteou•ners siske- 1 ho-e I 
men revile, and prrisceut t •til say all
I MAIM, r evil agailiat t•Isely, 101- 111)
l oake. Ye are the salt of the earth"(salt preservt II from novelle:Aloe-eller
for lack tif it ••the world that then was,"
was deatroyed and so it will be again
when "Lite church" is caught up to meet
the Loud In the 'dr.') ••Ye are the
light of the a orld." A Ire they tio
longer shine In/ "Mal Melt seeing ir
gheauodvenw,,:rks glorify duo. Father in
"Take heed that ye do not 3 our aims
to be semi ut narta-but hen tlit/U dtwet
alma, it t tiot thy lett hand kstow what
thy tie'''. baud tiortii, that their 4Illos
owl, be tos secret; mid thy Father which
seeth in secret, Iiiineed 'Mail reward
thee ("peel)." (Hence ••tite dear chil-
dren ut liou" shrink from having their
visits tu the pour *lumbered, and pub-
lished, stet their alms registered, lest
they have their reward how.
"Lay not up tor youreelves treasures
upon earth, witrre moth tool rept dull
corrupt, amid LilleVed break through red
steal, but la) up 1or yourselves treasure.
law heaven, where Oen:lief moth her rwit
Jodi corrupt, and a here thieves do hut.
break through nor steal; for where our
treasure is there will your heart be also•
Nu wan ean serve two [mutters: for
stiller lie will bate the one, mid love die
other; or else lie will hold Die one
one and despise, the other. Is °annul
Otel und Martinson, Therer0r11
Fay olio, yell, Tithe tau thought fur ) our
ilfrf *1111 )5 shall rat or what >4 shall
'011111111W yet fur your LoNly *11111 )11
shall put uu. is us41 the Ilto inure thau
moist, end the 1suly Chill Palmitin 1'
Thartsture take no thoughts
shall we sat or what shall wa drink
ur 11111111WIthil shill We be uluthed ( 'fur
after all these thlegs du the Gentiles
(Me heathen) seek :) Fur your Isesvets-
ly Father knoweth that ye have need of
all these things. Hui seek ye first the
kingdom of God and his righteousness,
and all these things shall be added unto
you." These are the words of "a teacher
sent front God." Do you believe them?
"Beware of false propheta w mute
to you in elfeep'e clothing, but Inwardly
they are ravening Wolves, tag said one
year alter grievous wolves shall enter in
among you, not sparing the fl wk.)"
"By their frilits ye shall know them,
malty will say 'into me that day, Lord,
Lord, have we not prophesied in thy
name, and In thy neme cast out devils,
and in thy name done many won lethal
works? Theu will I profets unto them
I never knew you; depart from me ye
that work iniquity." "When Jesus bad
ended these say lugs, the people were
astonished at his tioutrine, for he taught
them as authority, and not 114I the
scribes."
Ilow is It with you my reader? Do
you receive him se "a teatdier feu' fruit)
God" and therefore "having authority"
thus to teach ? Or do you say in your
heart, no obe can live up to these thing',
and thus "deny the power of godlinew"
the Holy Ghost, the power "that works
lu us (the clilldreil of God) both to tad!
and to du, of his own good pleasure."
Again it is written, "Jesus went abotit
all the cities stud villages, teaching lu
their synagogues, but when he saw the
multitudes, lie was ',toyed with uouipar-
sion on them; then width he to hia dis-
ciple'', the harvest truly is plenteous,
but the laborers are few ; pray ye there-
fore the Lord of the harvest, that he will
send forth laborers into his harvest," and
when he had called unto him his twelve
disciples, he sent them forth, "telling
them how to behave and what to expect
and to take no thought how or what ye
shall speak, for it shall be given you In
that same hour what ye shall speak, for
it is not ye that speak, but the spirit of
your Fattier which speaketh in you."
As one whom he called and sent after
lair reeurrection, wrote, "we speak, not
in the wordswhish man's wisdom teach-
eth, but which the Holy Ghost teacheth."
No wonder their preaching "ttrriied the
world upeide down I" And one "uf the
twelve" wrote to the "elect, at-wetting
to the foreknowledge uf Goal the Father,
ewe ;, in order to) obedtence arid spritik-
ling of the Wool of Jesus Christ," "if
any man speak let hitu speak as the ora-
cles of God," and Chow who hear are
required "to prove all thInge (It); the
word) and ioletId fast that witioll is
g mud." Even the great apostle to the
Gentiles wrote: "I speak as teite wire
men; judo ye what I say," for se Christ
predicted, "there are false apostles, de-
veitful workers, transforming theinevives
into the apostles of Christ, and no tuar-
vel, fur Setae louptelf is transformed iu-
to an angel of light therefore it is no
great Gail if his ministers be trans-
formed as ministers of righteousness!"
But for your comfort it is written, "ye
(the children of God) have at/ utiction
from the Holy One, and ye know all
things," for "the anoleting which ye
have received of him abidrth its you, and
ye need ma th,a any man teach you; but
easy tethieas ame anointing teacheth you of
all things, and is trutA and is two lie, and
It bath taught y ou, ye skull
abide in hint."
Again he said, "take herd and beware
of covromenese; for a man's lite consist-
eth not in the abulidatice of the thinga
which lie poetics/wile Amid he epoke a
parable diem them, it tying, the ground
of a test-tale rich in brotight torth
plentitully, amid he thought Witilill
delt, saying, fiat shall I do, because I
hate no room a in-re tAi bestow tuy fruits.
Aud he said, this will I do; vs ill pull
dowti barns and build greater; aud
then will I bestow all my iruite anti my
goods, soil I will say to my eotil, 110111
1.11011 1111.4, much goodis laid up for many
3 ears; Lake LIIIlle raw, eat, drink, and
be uierry. But God said unto Itini, thou
foul, this night thy gout shall Pe required
'of thee; theta hose shall those things
be, which thou lista provided?" So
then to "ley tip" this world's geode is
to be "covetous:" la to "serve Mstu-
inom ;" is to be "an idolater." And "if
any men that is called a brother be cov-
etous, wrote Pim', have written unto
you, with such a one, no not to eat I"
And the test is "am I content with such
things as have?" If not then 1 "cov-
et," and "the love of Rio iey is the mow
Or •Lt. Il.”--for we brought nothing
into tnis world, end it is certain we can
carry tiothIng out," so "'levies food mid
raiment let de therewith be content."-
Do you say this is impossible ? Then
you "deny the power of godliness," tile
Holy Ghost, "who maketh le us, the
detr children of God' both to will Auld
to do." Will you say Paul, red Peter
and John, anti all thow who like Paul
"counted •Il things but low for the ex-
cellency of the knowledge of Christ
Jesus our 1,1rd" loved money ? ware
not "content with foul and raiment?"
Then the 'lame power that wurked
thetn, enabling them to live g klly
1.0 "follow Chriet" is altieg to work
".e• to, It:07;7 atec,)voptitar btu:het:I
But alas! the• li„dy Lilted, "the power
of gutilluesr," Is, as he predicted', de-
nied, and Mammon elithroneciciatill i's•trioter
elisireht" (so called) and the
money, money, motley, to do the work
ot the Lord The house.' tor wiorship
turned into colicert hails, and teatimes of
entertainment to feast in, and the chit-
.#4•MEMIlitIaff •• 
...A •
velem!
warehousing
ree coinage
dren of the devil invited and enticed to
contribute money for the work of the
Lord not such service a ill he who eve
hia life for the 'cheep accept. Hear bit
searching, loviug witele tete RV lid hall
tented haul.
"Simen, son J -twee, lovest thou itie
mere than three? lie aaith unto him,
yea Lord; thoo knowest float 1 .0VO
thee. tie saith mite hen, tee! my
lathbe. lie saitli tO egeln the sec-
ond time, Simon, son of Jame. love thou
Hi-, He sail' tette Win, yes, Lord;
thou knowest that I love thee.
*atilt unto lane fee I my sheep 11 I
esith else) him, the third thee, inteth
teem me? Pitter was, grieved isevainw he I
!laid iiiito bleu the the utlei, tin e lovetti I
th .11 ine ? And lie Keith (ono him, 1.0,1
thou knoweet /111111(4, t1/0,1 k110141C t
that I love thee. Jests.' Geld Limb, Mtn.
feed 'sty sheep." Dost thou love him?
• • •
_ . 
_
It some euterprising fellow would
now cornier the weak' t on Dr. Bull's
Cough Syrup he could make his fortuue.
BeWare of frauds.
"For I hill declined into the vale of
yesrs," elle said • little sadly, but indeed
I don't much mind it since I can' get
Salvation Oil tor 25 tents.
CONGREati.
Bills letrodmeed la the Hesse and
Scutt.
HOI-IIIL.
Many bills were iutroduced and re-
ferred, among them the followleg:
Mr. Beck-Fur the retireinent of
United States legal tender and national
bank lanes of sumal. denomination, stud
the 'wile of min esertifleates, in lieu of
gold and silver certificated.
By Mr. Dulph-To provide fortifica-
tions and other coast &fewer
By Mr.-Eilintitele-To provide for the
establishment of postal telegraph. (It
is die Edmunds Postai Telegraph bil
of Leto years ago )
Br Ur. Vance-To amend the civi
service act. It provides that tile elvi
wastes commissiuti shall have pow
et to make any rule or regulation PI
elitillug any applieset iur
si4d awarlotineot by reason of ago, nut
from droppoili soy troy Irwin Itst
pligibles tremolo ur thus limitation,
further provide' that al the regiusat
any sppolistlog ufliterr of the govern
nient it shell o• the duly ut the uuttionla
dun to saint to line the Ileum uf al
who Isave been tow:devil anti fount,
oosupetaut, from tt Welt lo make lila se
By Mr. Dulph--For the aduilasion of
the State of Washington Into the Union
Also repealing the pre-emptiowi and
timber culture laws.
By Mr. Harris-For
fruit brandy.
By Mr. Bowen-For the
of silver.
By Mr. Morrill-To credit and pay to
the several States and Territories al
mone) s collected under the direct tax
set of 1863.
By Mr. Manderson-Grantitig a pen
'dun to every soldier mid sailor W110 is
incapacitated for the performance o
manual labor, and for pensions to de-
pendent relatives of deceased soldiers
and sailors. (He aid that he Intro-
duced this bill at the unaninious re-
quest of the Grand Army of the Repub-
lic )
Also for the admiesion of the State o
Dakota, lied the organizstIon of the
Territory of Lincoln.
By Mr Cullom-For • pension to the
witiow of Gen. John A. Logan.
By Mr. Hale-To prohibit the letting
of Government work to °Detractors em-
ploying convict lab tr.
By M r. Mitchell-Abrogatiug al
treaties with the Chinese Empire so far
as they permit the coming of Chinese
Into the United States, and abeolutely
prohibiting the eame except as to
oonsular and other officials.
A large number of executive commu-
nIcatious were laid before the house by
the speaker and appropriately referred,
and then, at 12:10, the house took a
recess until 1 o'clock.
After the recess Speaker I 'arlisle, hav-
ing called Mr. Mills, of Tezu, to the
chair, Mr. Cannon, of Illinois, offered •
resolution declaring that the following
named gentlemen shalInconstitute the
ootninitute on e'eetio is: Mtsirt, Criso
Chairman ; O'Ferrall, Guth wake, Barry
Marsh, Heard, Johnson of North Caro-
line, O'neill of Indiana, Moore, Rewell
Houck, Cooper, Lymau, Johnson o
Indiana and Lodge. The resolution
was unanimously adopted.
The speaker, having resumed the
uhalr, directed all papers in the various
oontested election cases to be referred to
the coolmittee just elected, and then
the house, at 1:10 adjoureed until Fri
day.
MULLIN
The Senate is about to retueve the in-
junction of secrecy from Cie j tiirnal of
executive proceeditigs, from 1820 up to
the end of the Fortieth cougress-tw et.
ty years ago. It tills fifteen volumes.
By Senator Plumb-A bill to make
it an offense punishable by tine and im-
prieoninctit for any railroad. eleepitur
ear, telegraph or express company to
offer any coogresetuan Or other prove
ernmeitt employe any free pass or re-
duction from the ordinary rates charged.
It is also an offense of like gravity for
any government employe to 'tempt or
use such a paw.
By renator Gibe ni-A bid to repeal
the act forbidding the 'appointment to
any poeition in the army of any persoe
who served in any capacity iti the mili-
tary, naval or civil service of the &o-
mitted confederacy.
By Senator Hale-A bill providieg
that the following bounties, per groee
ton, shall ba paid upon all iron and eteel
veesele built in the United States and
regitted •fter July 1, 1888: On vessele
between 1,100 and 2,000 totis burden,
$15 per ton; between 2,000 and 3900
tons, $20 per toe; over 3,000 toile, $25
per ton, al leas that' 1,000 tons, $10
per toll. All vesetle entitles thew
bowlike, it is provided, shall be con-
structed aceordiug to plans fif the navy
department mid ellen, at any thee
*tilde tweety-tive years, be subject to
purchase at a reasonable price for tow
in the military service of the United
States.
by Mr. Farwell-A bill to repeal the
internal revenue tax on tobacco in all
forms, anti to repeal the _import duties
on 'tiger and tobatsco.
By Mr. lioar-Coustitutional amend-
ment fur the extension of the emigrate
tonal let in till the last Tuesday in April.
By Mr. Cullotn-To amend the inter-
state commerce act; alto for the Petah-
helmet:it •tid upertation of a United
Suites postal telegraph; also tO equalize
the rates of pensions in certain cases;
also to extend the pension laws to
steanibuetnien and °there acting under
orderr of United States officers.
By Mr. of Arkausas--Opening
the great Sioux reservation in Netneulka
to settlement.
....-
Be I ng entirely vegetable, no particu-
lar care is required while using Dr.
Pierce's •'Plearaint Purgative Pellees."
They operate without disturbance to the
conetitution, tilet, or occupation. Fur
sick-headache, constipation, impure
blood, dizziness, sour eructations from
the stomach, bet taste in nem bilious
steatite, pain in region of 1.1.1neyr, inter-
nal fever, bloated feeling about stomach,
nigh of blood to head, take Of. PierCe'll
' rellete." By druggists.
---411 41
The Buckeye fl mitring mills at Ports-
mouth, O., burned Wednesday. Seven
pereone were taken trout the ruins, two
being dead. Loss, $12 ono.
El a I R. show, the Mention litlete/11,
is dead. She was one of the central
figures lu the Mormon chervil.
_______..........-
Thresseountrrleiters have beeta at rested
at Wakefield, Wire for the inteinfacture
of spurious silver dollars.
AKII/G
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
This powder Dever varies. A marvel Of pun-
y, strengt h a nd wholesomeness More &imam-
kal than the ordinary kinds. and cannot be sole
ia competition with the multitude of ow
abort weight aium or phosphate powders.
*tins smut. ROY I. li• IR P011111111 1111
W lanes. X. T.
NEVER fAll5 To cVRE
Seimilfs0T5 RKUPOSA
f' ,`4D ALL DISEASES Of
• hi A.N AO BEAST •
MAT CAM BE REAM° BY All
‘Atik/(Mtjt. )‘C.A io/4'liotiOZT 10$
0 ti.1(Ti "pi igoTTLE
t °PIM PILE'
;VikEPOileritiEgt
• Oin Al,rirt,43 or Pit.t.5
HoltinelIWILA
e 04,051.3 SW*
cv Iti.51.0-,i410. slat or
Ro pi p‘I4 Ir‘ 
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FOR SALE HY ALL DeUeseideTe
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
PH YSIC ANS.
M T•IRLE1111 TI108. W B
WI &INC&
Cor Clay and fth
Drs. Fairlet &Blau,
Phpician Wpm:.
tar 40 flle• cesemar eith awl Wank.
DR. BARU BELL
Offers his professional services to tie peopie of
Ropkineville and •ictaity.
filar•Onee over Planten Batik. Mela et
11112111111111111.
A. P. CAMPBELL,
DENTIST,
Hopkinevillt, - Kr ntocky.
Oar. over M. Foaskal
ATTRIENR TS.
JOHN FELAND JOHN TscA ND, Ja.
nil; FELANDS,
Attorneys at Law,
W practice le all the evert. •
nionweatth.
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Without Chip ail with Spud !Whaled
SHORTEST
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Louis,
AND
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QUICKEST ROUTE
sad Hearises.„-A
the
& SOUTH
YeltOTOR CoseeRS from aliew cities illa
Nash•Ille sod ...listtamooga, amities dimes coo
perilous with
Pullman 7- al a co Come
Po( Athena, ibevenseh, Macon, Jacksonville,
'ow potato ta Yienda.
I Auseetiouti ate mad. at timbres aka Daum-
•las is' all points
NORTH, EAST, SOUTH 0. WEST
la Pelisse mass can.
EMIGRANTS Sealtiag homes oe theMee fel this road will
receive spec al low rates.
Sweatiest* el this Compaay far Mad, realm.
es gt Erie*. C. P. ATMORE, 6. P. & T. A.
to!' - ; Louise-me. il •
AGEN Ws beat the world for lowretisk A I.o.M.'s's.. sad!unapt/1y Pieeend Fhao-scieh Album, g
Inch., gilt sides awl. maw, m meas.( Cele-
inet sod card Meters, ...tit tot itOrents, retaii
al .5 mod Musa% resowerramea Albano.
xi,. Lishwierd gadded sul.-s, gold vaned, • tripaedn
class,' holding =prow of Cabinet and Carel pectins •
Pent f 4a51,m, retails for S2.21 Illustrated rirrialar.'
Weleaktm.
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Cilmollessaall. Ohba.
1888.
Harper s Young People.
AN ILLUSTRATED WEEKLY,
A It rite's YOUtIli l'zerta tatervids all young
re era by its rarefied). selected remety of
theme- aril their wel 'considered treatment
It tont dn. he hest Oriel tend short stor tta,
sit tootle articles on twieutitle jects •nd
trav•I, historical and dmigraphic•I sketches,
impel, on ethic Ic 'ports and g•meet, gttrrena
poems. sic ,coutraiutest I y the lirigeLe.t awl
meet fa eons writers. Its intietratioas are
numerous awl e•reCent Occasional Supple.
ment 44 especial int reel 141 I.nrent,4 anti
TenclA114 o•- feature of the tirthoimieg
vole Mr, 011111-11 la cootie se ary-three weekly
nu inix•re. !teeny line in the toper i. solo cie,i
to the iv maul edItor al *cranny in order
tr at nothing harmful luny evict its eoluilin.,
An epitome of eve -y 0:jog that is attractive
and desirali e in jus- literatuns. Beebe.
ourmr.
A weekly feast of go thing, to Ilw bey., sad
Or a la every family w Inch It vi -Jto....str.
ae.a.
It Pnonderfill In itswesith of pietulsea. la-
forni _non, an Interest. 'Acod,•iit
N. A.
TERMS: "Warr Prepaid. 52 00 Per Fehr.
t..A. • begins N‘ivesiiiier I. Ira%
Nannies!' Copy Meld recapt of a two•veat
'tamp.
Single au vbera. Sive 1. mils ear,.
Remitatice should las mule by l'ont -Oaten
Morley tinier or linen. In wood tisanes. of lose.
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